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ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.

Voluiiie 19.

DO RIGHT FOR THE SAKE OF RIGHT

Collegeville, J?a.s Th-uursday, January 11, 1894:.

"Whole d u m b e r : 969

style. We might entertain citj’ indiguantly. “You forget that he has Miss Rhod37’ll go to England wid I ’ll have you run in for being
Next he felt himself stung, and by
guests. and need not be ashamed of taken two penniless orphan nieces into Marster Reg’nal. Dey’s intended fo’ drunk !”
the light of the dying embers in the
our surroundings and the servants. his great heart, and Wynne Place is each other fo’ sho.”
“And don’t you remember me ?”
fireplace he saw a number of reptiles
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly COLLEGEVILLE, P a . Will take work at home
or can be engaged by the week.
Before the snow fell Aunt37 “No, sir !”
Only look, Rhoda, into this parlor 1 his own property.”
opposite Masonic Hall.
crawling about the Soar or coiled in
“I ’m thankful it isn’t mine, since the Calline’s prediction was verified.
Three sides of the upper portion of
“Don’t you remember of cryin’ when the attitude of striking. He was stung
j y j ATTIE POLLY,
jyj- Y .W ËBËR , M .D .,
the wall are lined with ridiculous owner is expected to cherish these Julia guarded well her secret. Nobody I took the train ?”
again and again, and his cries arousing
horrid old relics,” exclaimed Julia. “I guessed of the bitter disappointment
presses I”
Dressm aker,
“No, sir !”
his wife, she, too, jumped from her bed,
Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, PA. Will take work at home or can
Julia spitefully rolled from its suppose we shall be uncle’s heirs. I ’ll which proved a death blow to the
,‘And don’t 37ou want to hear how I only to meet her husband’s fate. Then
EVANSBURG, PA. Office Hours ■ Until 9
be engaged by the week.
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
corner a claw-foot light stand which choose as my portion the mill propei't37, selfish ambition cherished by the went West—how I found a rich the 3Tran for the door and cried for
supported a golden-stringed dulcimer. though I should not mind having imperious girl when Uncle Dick widder—how I married her and she help, and in a very short time old man
RS. S. L. PUGH,
j g A. RRUSEÌV, 91. !>.,
The tall clock in the corner struck grandmamma’s brocades and rubies.” married and Reginald Sandifer proved died and left me $2,000 in cash—all Schrader appeared. The open- door,
M
P a ., Attends to laying out the nine with muffled strokes.
“Julia, Julia 1 I will not stay to a recreant knight.
through your kindness of heart ?”
however, rendered human aid un
H om eopathic Physician, dead, TRAPPE,
shroud-making, &c.
One winter night she sat in the
Rhoda Wynne looked at the hear another word ! You don’t ap
“No, sir. You sit down and keep necessary, as the cold draft quickly
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours ¡— Until
9 a, m.; 6' to 8 p. m.
elaborate^ 7 carved clock case and said preciate Uncle Dick or your good for parlor alone. Uncle Dick and Dorothy quiet or I ’ll have you run in and sent chilled the room, and the reptiles
J O S E P H STONE,
slowly,—
tune,” protested Rhoda, hastily gath were out attending a public meeting up. i t ’s a shame that an old man like became torpid and were easily dis
g B. HORNING, M. !>.,
Carpet W eaver,
“ 1 think I should like a new house ering in her arms the grasses and vines „wah tlie mill people. Rhoda had gone you can’t let whisky alone !’’
patched.—Omaha Bee.
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL. Rag carpet woven and new things, but somehow our and running lightly up the hill.
10 her new home.
“ Am I squelched V* plaintively
Practising Physician,
in any style desired. Satisfaction guaranteed.
“ Welcome to Wynne Place I” said
“It is not too late,” she resolved. inquired the old chap as he sat
visitors are always delighted with
Good rag carpet for sale at reasonable prices.
EVANSBURG, PA.
Telephone in office.
Peter Cooper on Interest.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
Wynne Place and Uncle Dick’s genial, handsome Richard Wynne to ••I can cultivate a newer, Letter self, town.
antiquities. Each one of those little his English visitors upon the following in helping less fortunate souls I shall
“You are.”
J O H N O. ZIMMERMAN,
Peter Cooper was alwa37s a careful
J ^ R . B. F. PLACE,
afternoon,
as
he
opened
the
lattice
press
doors
were
painted
in
1829
by
rind
happiness.
Uncle
Dick,
Dorothy,
’“Can’t
I relate your kindness to and prudent businessman. He was al
—TEACHER OF—
artist. The tints have mellowed. gate and gave into Uncle Pomp’s Rhoda and Reginald are happy in this me ?”
Dentist,
ways opposed to the methods of many
Piano, Organ and Singing, an
Strangers think them beautiful. The charge the fat dapple grays and com kindiy work. There are sad eyed
“No, sir!”
merchants, who launched out in extrav
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
811 De KALB St .¿NORRISTOWN, P a .
utile children, neglected waifs and
chairs and tables are old, but quaint fortable “carryall.”
“But I kin weep, can’t I ? Thar’s no agant enterprises on borrowed money,
Branch Office— C o l l e g e v il l e — Tuesday, every
Dealer in the best makes of Pianos and Organs
Fair-faced'Dorothy Sandifer looked discouraged women, who need some law in this town agin a feller weeping for which they paid exorbitant rates of
week. Gas administered.
and solid. Our great grandpapa paid,
in 1800, one hundred and fifty dollars with openly expressed pleasure upon thing I can give—sympathy, love and fur joy and gladness when he interest. Once while talking about a
jy-U SIC A L INSTRUCTION.
Q h e a p e s t D en tist in Norristown.
for the clock. I'm glad that uncle has the old house surrounded b3r clamps kindly deeds.”
remembers how nice and kind and project with an acquaintance the latter
Cora
Hoyer
had
it
repaired
;
it
now
runs—”
of
lilacs,
snowballs,
syringas,
bridal
A
3
’ear
later
the
new
Julia
W
37
nne;
good
he was treated by a bow-legged, said he would have to borrow the mon
N. S. Bomeman, D. D. S.,
Will give instruction upon piano or organ either
“Occasionally,”
answered
Julia,
wreathes
'
and
forest
trees.
In
the
more
bright
and
beautiful
than
in
the
slap-sided,
lop-shouldered policeirian ey for six mouths, paying interest at
209 S w e d e S t k e e t , (first ho u se
at her home or at the homes of pupils. Terms
reasonable. Residence near Black Rock. P. 0. scornfully. “ What do you suppose plum thicket a pair of peacocks spread old days, breakfasted
with Aunt whom he had never sawn in all his life the rate of 3 per cent. “Why do 3'ou
below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, P a .
Address, Yerkes, Pa.
9no2m
(Formerly of Boyertown.)
Reggy and Dorothy Sandifer will their trains. In a meadow white lambs Rachel in her quaintiy pretty dining before. Thar can’t be. I won’t say borrow for so short a time ?” Mr. CoopThe only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide
think of this old house ? In Dorothy’s frisked. Old-fashioned posies had crept room. She looked up from reading no more, but I ’ll set here and er asked. “Because the brokers will
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the JiDWIST GETTY,
aunt’s home there isn’t a single even into the walks and dotted the Dorothy’s letter, saying,—
weep.”
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from
not negotiate bills, for longer.” “Well
$5 to $10. English and German spoken.
dulcimer, nor a three-cornered cup green grass.
“Aunty, I must go home. Dorothy
And for half an hour he shed tears if you wish,” said Mr. Cooper, “I will
Auctioneer,
hideous china
“It is all so charming, and there is writes that their hands are full at and wiped them away and kept a discount your note at that rate for
EAGLEVILLE, PA. I must give entire satis board filled with
jgD W A R D E. LONG,
faction ; if not satisfactory, my services will be platters and dingy cups. Everything Julia—and Rhoda !” cried Dorothy, Wynne Place. In Wynneville several group of anxious inquirers about him,
three years.” “Are you in earnest ?”
gratis.
19oc.
is bright and beautiful, and the hurrying down the long, wide veranda. children are sick. The mill women and a patrolman was at length called asked the would be borrower. “Cer
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
servants are respectful and perfectly
Reginald Sandifer had been most are Worn out and they meed me. The n to take him awa37. He made no tainly I am. I will discount your note
and N o t a r y P u b l ic . Settlement o f Estates a p A SSE N G FR S
Specialty. Also general Real Estate Business.
trained. Uncle Dick is just wedded to favorably impressed with beautiful illness is not contagious.”
■esistance, nor did he remonstrate, for $10,000 for three years at that rate.
O f f i c e :—415 Swede Street opp., Court House.
And
B
aggage
this
place
and
his
mills.
I
’ve
made
but
as he went he turned his tear- Will you do i t ?” “Of course I will,”
“I
should
hope
not,
indeed
!”
said
Julia
Wynne
during
the
previous
win
R e s id e n c e and E v e n in c O f f i c e :— North cor.,
Marshall«ScStanbridge Sts., NORRISTOWN, Pa. Conveyed to and from Collegeville Station. some lovely fancy work, but there ter’s acquaintance. Mutual friends Aunt Rachel. “Are you really happy, strained face towards the officer and said the merchant. “Very well,” said
Charges reasonable.
isn’t a single spot—”
pronounced the handsome couple a Julia, in doing so much of this feelingly exclaimed:
HENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.
Mr. Cooper, “just sign this note for
A^UGUSTtS IV. BOMBERGER,
“No,” said Rhoda. “Gay ribbons charming pair.
distasteful work ? Nobody thought
“Farewell, my kind and considerate $ 10,000 , payable in three years, and
and fancy articles in this parlor look
“A fayresweete mayde, and Wynne Dick would marry. He alwa37s spoke benefactor ! I shall never, never give me your check for $800, and the
E. GEORGE,
A ttorn ey-at- Law,
like—”
Place
is a charming old Jiomestead— of Rhoda aud 3'ou as his heirs. And forget you, not even if you get a new transaction is complete.” “But where
Land Title and Trust Co., Building, Nos. 608 and
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
“An
old
woman
decked
in
pink
just
the
setting for such a natural and Reginald Sandifer—we thought it was pair of legs and become purty in the is the money for me ?’’ asked the aston
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
Room 23. Take the Elevator. Practices also in
ribbon,” cried Julia,angrily. “Rhoda, sweet flower,” the young man thought, you he admired. Are you really face, which thar hain’t no danger of ished merchant. “You don’t get any
Montgomery county. Norristown Address,
can’t you persuade Uncle Dick to as he noted with pleasure that J ulia happy—”
n this cold and deceitful world !” money,” was the reply. “Your inter
556 Stanbridge St.
R A Z O R S P U T I N F IR S T - CLASS O R D E R .
telegraph
to
Louisville
for
a
good
—Detroit
Free Press.
“I
am
really
happy,
aunty.
Wynne
was
prettier
in
her
simple
white
gown
est for 36 months at 3 per cent per
Opp. G ristoek &■ V anderslioe’s.
jyjA Y N E R. LONGSTRETH,
cook and a trained second girl ? We than she had been when attired more Place is a dear old-fashioned home
month amounts to 108 per cent, or $10,need only keep them while the elaborately.
nest. Dorothy makes me welcome in
W. N d iE I REY,
Slept in a Den o f S n ak es.
800. Therefore your check for $800
Atto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
Sandifers stay. Our great-grandfather
The Sandifers spent a pleasant week. it. Rhoda and Reginald are a pair of
just makes us even.” The force of
Land Title and Trust Company Building, 608
and Reggy’s own ancestors were The host urged an indefinite lengthen turtle doves. I have discovered all FEARFUL FATE THAT OVERTOOK A NEWLY this practical illustration of the folly
and 610 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.
friends in old England nearly a cen ing of their visit. At the end of six the world is akin, and a great deal of
MARRIED COUPLE IN KANSAS. ,
of paying such an exorbitant price for
Room 23.
tury ago. I should like to have weeks the guests still tarried.
love is given to me in return for the
the use of money was such that the
things very nice for our guests.”
“I really believe, Rhoda,” said Julia little that I give to others. My
George Higgins, a Topeka traveling merchant determined never to borrow
J J W. KRATZ,
“I shall not ask Uncle Dick to in the privacy of their dressing room, discipline has done me good,” replied man, confirms the story briefly told in at such ruinous rates, and he frequent
the press dispatches of the shoeking ly used to sa37'that nothing could have
import
a cook while Caliine is able to shared in common, “that Dorothy likes Julia, softly.
Conveyancer and Real Estate Agent,
COLLEGEVILLE,
the
old
ark.
Uncle
Dick
says
she
is
a
death
in Cherokee county, Kan., of so fully convinced him as this rather
make
beaten
biecuit
and
a
variety
of
Settles estates, collects rents, loans money, and
PENNA.
insures property in the Perkiomen Valley Mutual
veritable gleam of sunshine. Surely W anted to be R em em bered. August Schrader and wife from serp humorous proposal by Mr. Cooper.—
home
dainties
fit
to
serve
a
king,
Fire Insurance Company. Office : No. 8, EAST
ents’ poison. Incredible as it may New York Post.
AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, (opposite the Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, &c. Uncle Pomp, Aunt Caliine and Jane he will not think of getting married ?”
Court House). Office Days : Tuesday, Wednes
Ladies’ Bang Cutting a Specialty. The
“Why
not
?”
laughed
Rhoda.
“He
are
devoted
to
uncle
and
his
interests.
AND BEING GRATEFUL INSISTED UPON seem, these two unfortunate people
day, Friday and Saturday.
best establishment in town.
were bitten to death by rattlesnakes
B^*Parlor O pposite P o s t Office. They fit in with the antiquities. is only thirty-five, handsome and com
D eep -S ea Diving-.
SHOWING IT TO HIS BENEFACTOR.
Grandmamma’s taste was that of a panionable. Doroth3' is not a child—”
and copperheads at a time when the
J
M. ZIMMERMAN,
‘But, Rhoda, we have expected to
iady. All her things were dainty and
thermometer registered at nearly freez THE DIFFICULTY AND DANGER OF GOING
Justice of th e P eace,
“By George I but I ’m glad to see ing point, and that, too, on their wed
be
uncle’s heirs.”
of good quality. Our guests shall
DOWN TO GREAT DEPTHS.
COLLEGEVILLE, P a . , Legal Papers, Bonds,
“Oh, well, Julia, I ’ve heard you say you—awful glad !” heartily exclaimed ding night.
see us as we really are, plaiu, and I
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate
hope hospitable, country folk,” the old ark and the relics are not de a little old hump-backed man as he
Mr. Higgins was one of a hunting
The steamer, Alfonsy XII., having
business generally attended to. The
BY ELLA GUERNSEY.
put
out
his
hand
to
a
special
sirable.”
returned
Rhoda,
sturdily.
part
37. They were in camp on Shoal on board ten boxes of gold coin, each
clerking of sales a specialty.
“You know well enough that Wynne policeman at one of the Detroit depots creek, not far distant from the Indian box worth £ 10,000, struck on a rock
“Well,-girls,” said Richard Wynne,
J O H N S. IIUNSICKER,
Territory line and within gunshot of and sand at Great Canary while on a
Spacious, rambling Wynne Place, returning from the post-office the day Place is the most valuable estate in the other day.
“I don’t exactly remember you,” the cabin occupied' by Schrader and
this
locality.
If
Uncle
Dick
should
preceding
the
coming
of
the
expected
built on a much travelled highway not
vo37age from Cadiz to Havana in 1886.
Justice of th e P eace,
stammered the officer as they shook.” his bride. Early in the evening they
guests, “the Sandifer young people marry—”
It was ascertained that the specie was
RAHN STATION. P a . Conveyancer and Gen far from Wynneville, is an ancient
“No, mebbe not, but I do you. I participated in the wedding festivities
“Uncle deserves a good wife. Dor
will really be here to-morrow. We
eral Business Agent. Clerking of Sales
Kentucky home. Great-grandfather must give them a genuine country othy- isn’t one bit too good for him. shall remember you as long as I live. given by the old man Schrader in hon at a depth of 26§ fathoms—160 feet—
attended to. Charges reasonable.
and grave doubts were entertained of
Wynne, in the year 1880, a stout welcome and a royal good time. You forget Reggy, and that you may A year ago to-day I landed in this or of the marriage of his sori.
the possibility of any diver being
hearted, stout-limbed young English Reggy Sandifer is a fine fellow—eh, leave Uncle Dick.”
TRUCKSESS,
depot
from
Canada.
I
was
a
stranger.
The
cabin
was
less
than
100
yards
able to withstand the tremendous
—TEACHER OF—
farmer, installed his rosy-ebeeked Julia ? I do wonder if our young gen
“No, I do not forget Reggy,” return I was feelin’ blue. I had onty a few from the Schrader domicile and had pressure incidental to such a depth—
Vocal & Instrumental Music, bride in the two solidly built rooms tleman comes a-wooing ?”
ed Julia, mockingly. “But he is dis dollars left. I looked into your face been newly built on the latter’s farm viz., some sixty-seven pounds to every
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Organs tuned which are to-day used as dining-room
“Uncle Dick—”
appointing. He seems to have fallen and saw that you were a kind consid for the occupancy of the young couple. superficial square inch of his bodj.
and repaired.
14aply.
and kitchen. The __ loopholes , 37et
“ Well, Julia, I am all attention.”
in with uncle’s philanthropic schemes erate man, and I made bold to tell you It consisted of one room, and Was built Experiments at this depth were made
remain from which valiant Mistress
“We live in such a homely, antiquat for helping work people so completely of my situation. We sat right over of rough logs chinked, rough pine lum off Dartmouth, and two men, Lambert
d w a r d » a v id ,
Wynne sighted unfriendly Indians, ed style 1 Our servants lack training. that he has no eyes for—”
thar. Don’t you remember of my ber for the floor and a roof of the same and Tessier, were found equal to the
P ainter and
who never caught the watchful home The Sandifers are used to perfect
“A sparkling young woman who asking if your liver was outer material. It was peculiarly construct perilous task. Also, dresses* were at
Paper-H anger,
guardian napping. Penelope Wynne service, and—”
pines for a social triumph. I think the order?”
ed, in that a perpendicular stone bluff length made which would remain
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Samples of paper spun, wove and rocked the babies,
“I can’t say I do.”
better of Reggy that he is cultivating
“A
3
:,
m
3
’
girl,
I
know
what
you
was made to form one end of the struc water-tight at so a great depth.
always on hand.
keeping her bright eyes on the lookout would say ; but my mother trained a desire to improve the condition of
“ Wall, I did, and when you said it ture. Against the bluff a fireplace of
An expedition was sent out by the
for the approach of a cowardly foe, Aunt Caliine and Jane, a faithful pair those whose lives must be spent in toil, wasn’t I said it might be the dropsy the old fashioned kind was built, the
J
H . UNDERKOFFLER,
Marine
Insurance Company, the
two trusty rifles near at hand.
who know the old place and its brightened by few pleasures. He will instead. Then I asked you. what I ’d chimney extending up its side and divers to receive a reward of five per
The Wynnes were thrifty, given to master’s way. If Reggy Sandifer one day own mills—”
B oot and Shoem aker,
better do. You could have brutally towering above the e<Jge of the bluff. cent., or £500, on each box recovered.'
cherishing
family treasures, purchas cannot affiliate with our plain style of
“Julia ! Rhoda I” called a sw*eet told.me to jump into the river, but In this fireplace the first file Was built, Lambert got up seven boxes and
Next door to Drug Store, COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Repairing a specialty. Harness repaired.
ing durable furniture worth preserv living • he is not worthy of his na'me voice. “ We want 3'ou. Mr. Wynne, you didn’t. A tear stood in your eye which warmed the house ready for the
ing. The Wynne ladies were women and family. The finest hospitality Reggie and I have decided to picnic when I got through. I kinder thought reception of young Schrawdér and his Tessier two. So terrible was the
G II. CASSELBERRY,
who “seek wool and flax and work ever extended to a guest. Julia, be he this’afternoon in the south woods with you was drinkin’ too much for your bride after the festivities at the parent- pressure that neither man could stay
below for more than a few minutes,
willingly with their hands.” Daintily prince or pauper, is that which is the mill people. Aunty Cailine has own good, but I didn-t say nothing. house should be over. They retired to
Carpenter and Jobber,
and
Lambert, for some time after his
fine specimens of home woven linen, warm and genuine—the hospitality a put us.up a bountiful lunch.”
I ’m no temperance crank. I drink their home at midnight, and the few return,
suffered
from
chronic
At Perkiomen Bridge, COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
“The mill people ! That means pale too much for my own good, but I don’t guests who had gathered to celebrate paralysis of the bowels, by which he
Upholstering in all its branches done to order. woolen blankets, knit counterpanes true Southerner delights in giving.
Furniture repaired, pictures framed, &c.
and drawu work are to-day in good Old Pomp and Caliine serve through women, grimy men and rude children. like to be told of it.”
the event dispersed.
was in a certain respect reduced to
preservation in the old house—though love. They have weathered the storms Excuse me, pray, from enjoying such
“Don’t remember you at all !”
About 2 o’clock the camping party the helpless condition of a babe in the
a v i d b r o s .,
the weavers’ hands have long since which have come to the Wynnes recreation,” answered Julia.
frigidly replied the officer as he turned was aroused by calls for help from old cradle. Probably a tightly sealed
Plum bers,
ceased to be busy.
A
small
company
of
work-worn
men
away.during
a
lifetime.
We’ll
not
make
man Schradér. The hunters responded, kettle, sent down empty to the same
Gas and Steam Fitters,
The present owner, Richard Wynne, changes until infirmities disable the and women, and noisy, happy children
“No,
mebbe
not,
but
I
’ll
try
and
and
guided by the cries hastened to depth, would have been crushed flat.
O f f ic e s :—1224 North 10th St., & 2816 German
during his thirty-five years of life has faithful old pair. When 3’ou have a were enjoying a holiday in the beauti restore 37our memory. After you had the cabin of the young couple, where As it was, the divers only succeedèd
town Avenue, Philadelphia. Country work
a specialty. Estimates furnished.
been noted for his devotion to his aged house, m3’ dear—”
ful bit of woodland with their employ shed tears you laid your father^ 7 hand the37 found them writhing in the throes in finding nine boxes out of the ten,
parents, a love of the antiquated
“Never mind, Uncle Dick. Julia is er and his guests. The fair English on m3' shoulder and said : ‘My son, of death and the old man and his wife £10,000 thus remaining below. A
B. WISHER,
homestead and its furnishing, and a only contrasting Wynne Place with girl had discovered a countrywoman brace up ! There is hope fur thee. standing over them and crying piteous subsequent expedition went in search
hearty sympathy with the mill people the Sandifer residence, which is one of among them. Richard Wynne noted Hev a little sumthin’ to drink outer this ly. About the floor and on the low of this box, and the diver, after being
Practical Slater,
COLLEGEVILLE, P a. Always on hand roofing in his employ, who live in the neat Louisville’s finest homes. Reggy and with pride arid admiration that Dor bottle ? My advice to 3'ou is to go bed were 17 huge snakes, principally down for twenty minutes, was hauled
slate, slate flagging and roofing felt. All
cottages which comprise Millville.
Dorothy entertained her beautifully othy speedily won the mother hearts West—to the great and glorious copperheads and rattlesnakes, some of up only to die. Nothing discouraged,
orders promptly attended to. Also on
hand a lot of greystone flagging.
“I t’s abominable !” exclaimed Julia last winter, and Julia is ambitious,” by her tenderness with the little ones. West. Thar you will find a second which had been killed and others chill a fresh expedition Went out, with two
Reginald insisted upon helping wife and riches. If it wasn’t fur the ed to death. The hunters took in the divers, from Germany.
Wynne, a beautiful girl, on a bright said Rhoda, looking (after the slender
J P. KOONS,
June morning, when the old-fashioned figure disappearing down the hill slope Rhoda dispense the refreshments, size of my feet I ’d start West to- situation at a glance and ran back to
The first of these was promptly
entering
boyishl
37 into the fun and morror mornin’ 1”
leading
to
a
favorite
lounging
place
posies
bloomed
their
brightest,
and
the
their
tent
for
some
whiskey
which
they
hauled
up, half dead, only to be sent
Practical Slater.
“See here, old man, are you trying tried to administer to the dying couple ashore to the hospital, raving mad ;
pine boughs whispered softly and under the twin oak trees’ protecting freedom enjoyed by the picnickers,
| RAHN STATION, P a . Dealer in every quality
young and old.
to insult me !” demanded the officer. but the remedy was too late, and the the other went down, but returned
sweetly. “I t ’s too trying
for shade.
, of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental Slates.
Send for estimates and prices.
“How much they respect 3’ou,” said “I don’t remember you and have no victims died before morning.
“I have a mind to go to Lexington
endurance, Rhoda, that Uncle Dick is
declaring that no box was there.
so wedded to his antiquities. It was this very afternoon,” cried Julia, when Dorothy, when the people had gone to time to talk.”
Upon investigation it appeared that Whether he really got so far as the
I ) R H. P. KEELY,
all very well while grandmamma and Rhoda descended the slope in search their homes, and she, with Mr. Wynne,
“But I want you to remember me !” the fireplace had been built in close lazarette from which the nine boxes
grandpapa lived, and liked to preserve of plumy grasses and trailing ivies, walked up the lane leading past the persisted the old man, “I ’m going to proximity to a sort of cavern in the were taken is open to doubt. The
remember you as long as I live, and I bluff, in which the reptiles bad hiber pressure at such depths must be
the old relics and cherish the English which grew in profusion in the bit of dairy.
Aunty Caliine, with Julia, were in want all my relasliuns to remember nated for the winter. The roaring fire positively crushing. In the accounts
recipes that Aunty Caliine thinks so woodland, “I would go to Aunt Ra
superior to modern ones. But Uncle chel only Reggy Sandifer seemed im the milk house, in quest of cream.
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.
you too. After 3’ou had spoken about had warmed the serpents into life, and of one of the deep-sea dredging
Miss J 00I37,” whispered Aunty the size of your feet, which are the they were driven out into the cabin by expeditions, it is mentioned that when
: (Graduate of the University of Pennsylvania.) Dick is handsome, and society would pressed with me last winter. I desire
Caliine, “peek out’n de winder’n largest I ever saw on a human bein’, the intense heat. Young Schrader was the trawl was raised from a great
gladly receive him. He could be to continue our pleasant relations.”
All Diseases o f Horses and, o f Other admitted into the most exclusive sets
“Your new gowns are beautiful and watch Master Dick er lookin’ at Miss 37ou said to me, sa3rs you :
able before he died to explain that he depth the pressure proved to have
Domesticated Animals Carefully
“ ‘Pilgrim, I predict that 37ou will and his bride had been aroused from been such as to crush together the
in any southern city with his wealth becoming, and you needn't worry Dorf37 as dey walks by. Mind what I
and standing. But no—he chooses to about the cooking and serving. I tells yo’, Miss Dorfy laks Marster go West to find a rich widder and their slumber by the frightful moaning wood of the trawl beam, so that the
Treated.
[SPECIALTIES .• d e n t i s t r ya n d SURGERY. spend his money on the mill people, shall help Aunt Cailine and Jane,” Diok’n he laks her. I ’s seed lovyers marry her and have more happiness of a house dog, which was sleeping at knots started out of it.— Westminister
I
er long time ago, ’n I pintedly knows than a boss kin draw. Hev another their feet and which, too, was bitten to Review.
making their homes comfortable, and said Rhoda, comfortingly.
de signs. She laks de ole place. She drink to cheer you up. I ’d go myself, death. Following this Schrader heard
“Rhoda,
can't
ydu
persuade
unole
to
even
encouraging
the
women
*
to
IT)1 ^ »ETW ILEB,
demand constant improvements which get a new dinner set ? Those abom ben used to fine ole places what’s but I ’m so all-fired old and ugly that a hissing and rattling sound, and leap
The amount of gold coin in actual
cost him a neat sum. A portion of inable big platters are eyesores to me. substanshul ’n hain’t alius changin’ nobody would look at me.’ ”
ing out of bed to ascertain the cause circulation in the world is estimated by
Veterinary Surgeon,
the money so spent would refurnish You can make him do things, and I—” han’s. Bimeby she’ll stay all de time
“You go away from me, old man 1” his bare feet lighted upon the cold aud the Bank of England officials to be
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
and
remodel Wynne Place in beautiful
about 865 tons.
“For shame, Julia 1” cried Rhoda, at Wj'nne Place. Hits m37 ’pinion replied the officer. “You go awa37 or writhing body of a serpent.
¡"Officie : At the residence of Enos H, Detwiler.

J . W. ROVER, M, O.,

Practising Physician,

AGGIE MACGREGOR,

D ressm aker,

Starai a i Hair M ia i Parlor.

Tonsorial

ARTIST ! i.

The New Julia Wynne.

A .J

E

D

VETERINARIAN,

BB

Collegeville, Montg. Co., Pa.

A n u m b e r of the World’s Fair
Buildings were destroyed by fire Mon
day night. The Peristyle, Music Hall,
the Casino and the Liberal Arts buildinds were reduced to ruins, in which
millions of dollars worth of exhibits
were buried.

E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
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RESUMED WORK.

CHEAP PETTIFOGGING.
From the Chicago Times.

It is a bit of very cheap pettifogging
for one of the lawyers in the Prendergast case to describe that cause as a
contest between the rich and the poor.
Every chance was given this attorney
to prove his client insane, but he
failed. An attempt now to appeal to
class prejudice for the overthrow of
the finding of the jury reflects very
little credit upon its author.

R eading, January 7.— The National

Brass and Iron Works, employing
over one hundred men, will resume
operations to-morrow. The plant has
been idle for two weeks and the inten
tion was to close down for a full
month, but pressing orders required
an earlier resumption.
AN OLD COUPLE BURNED TO DEATH.
N ew H aven. January 5.— Thomas
Kinney, aged 90 years and blind, and
his wife, Kate, aged 72, were burned
to death at midnight. They lived in a
small house four miles from this city.
How the house caught fire is a mys
tery. In the cellar the undertaker
found Kinney’8 body. His head and
limbs were burned off. Nothing could
be found but the trunk of his body.

W a s h i n g t o n , Jan. 5, 1894.
AVOID THE GRIP.
Speaker Crisp is credited with From the New York Herald.
A t this writing (Wednesday) the
having been instrumental in causing
Much has been said of late about the
Democratic State Convention is being
the decision by the majority of the return of the grip, and the probability
held at Harrisburg, for the purpose of
Ways and Means Committee in favor that it will become widespread this
nominating a candidate for Congressof the individual income tax. Five winter has been bruited in the papers.
nian-at- Large.
That it is already here and at its old
of the eleven democratic members of deadly
work there can be no doubt.
that committee were in favor it and Prudence suggests that all persons
T he Montgomery Iron Company of
five opposed to it. The vote of should shun overwarmed and crowded
Port Kennedy made an assignment Representative Turner, of Georgia, public places, where contact with in
ADDITIONAL WORKING TIME.
last week for the benefit of creditors. the eleventh man, was in doubt up to fected grip patients is most to be ap
prehended.
W ilmington, Del., Jan. 7.— Begin
Liabilities, $330,000 ; assets, including the last minute, and it was the
ning to-morrow the car shops of the
personal
influence
of
Speaker
Crisp
A CARGO OF ORANGES.
real estate and other property, $175,Pennsylvania Railroad Company at
that decided his vote which was cast From the New York Tribune.
this point will give the men employed
000. Why this failure ? Is the Wil
for the tax. That decision has
A steamer from Savannah recently in them additional working time. The
son bill proposed responsible for this certainly raised a commotion among arrived at this port, having as part of car shops proper will be kept open six
also ? Not by any means. This worthy the democrats. President Cleveland, her cargo 21,000 boxes of oranges. As days a week and nine hours a day, and
firm did business and piled up as. every member of his cabinet and a a box of oranges averages between all other departments five days in the
sets under high tariff laws, laws which number of prominent democratic 150 and 200 -in number, and about 80 week and nine hours a day. All the
are still in force. The fact is the iron members of the House are opposed to pounds in weight, this load weighed departments have been running but
about 1,680,000 pounds, and amounted forty-five hours a week.
industries of Pennsylvania have suf it, but in spite of that opposition it is in round numbers to between 3,500,000
fered not from foreign competition, not believed it can be defeated in the and 4,000,000 oranges. As the Florida
but from home competition, encouraged House but it will have a hard time orange crop this year is estimated at PROFESSOR SHORTLIDGE’S SAD CONDITION.
in a measure by a high tariff. The getting through the Senate; if it ever 5,000,000 boxes there should be a
Media , Pa., Jan. 6.—The condition
plentiful supply of cheap and delicious of Professor Swithin C. Short.lidge, the
South is becoming a giant competitor does.
fruit.
well-known educator and head of Med'a
to the iron industries of the North. If
It would seem that the importance
academy for twenty years, who shot
a protective tariff is right in principle, of the matters to be considered at
HIT HIM HARD.
his wife dead on Sunday last, does not
why not a tariff for the benefit of the this session of Congress would have Erom the Tammany Times.
improve. He continues to moan and
north as against the industrial en caused every member to have been in
“I am going to make you a hand groan in his cell and call for his wife.
some Christmas present,” said a Wall He raves at times like a maniac, and
croachments of the south ?
his seat, unless kept away by sick street broker to his servant.
pounds with his fists against the wall
ness, when the gavels fell on Wednes
“Thank you for your kindness, sir, of his cell. Then he will jump for
T he Democratic deadlock in Con day, but such was not the case. you are really very good,” replied the ward and grasp the iron bars of the
gress last week, occasioned by Demo There was not a quorum present in coachman, who expected something cell as if trying to break them loose.
handsome.
cratic absentees and the refusal of the either House or Senate. I t did not very
“I ’ll make you a present of all you
A FATHER’S CARELESSNESS.
Republican members to vote, thus pre make much difference in the Senate, have stolen from me during the past
where only routine business was on year.”
W est P lains, M o ., Jan. 4.— Word
venting a quorum, was broken Mon
the programme, but in the House
“Thank you, sir; thank you. That has just reached here of a terrible ac
day, when the tariff bill was reported it caused the loss of a day in is more than I expected. I hope all cident which happened a few days ago
and the debate, which will be limited considering the tariff and needlessly your customers on Wall street will at the home of Sol Collins, on Spring
Creek. Collins sat near an open fire
in duration and to be succeeded by a cost a considerable amount of money treat you as liberally.”
place with a keg of giant powder be
direct vote, was opened by Mr. Wilson. which was spent in telegraphing for
side him. He threw some of the pow
DISGUSTING
THE
PEOPLE.
The Democrats in Congress are on the absentees. If the democratic From the New York Times.
der, which he thought was too damp
trial before the country. Even those managers cannot find some way to
The business of Congress was again to burn, into the bre. A terrible ex
who are not friendly to tariff reform make their members, or at least a baulked by the absence of so many plosion followed, in which Collins, his
desire that if the Wilson bill is to be quorum of them, regularly attend the Democrats from the House yesterday wife and four children were fatally
and two others seriously hurt.
come a law it shall become such as daily sessions it will be impossible to that do quorum could be made when injured
The roof was blown from the house.
speedily as possible. The Democrats carry out the present programme of the Republicans refused to answer to
their names. We suppose that their
in Congress were clearly and unmis voting on the tariff bill on the 22d is no way of prodding these men into
WILL BE PUT TO WORK SHORTLY.
takably elected by the people to lower inst., as the republicans will not allow doing their plain duty at present. We
and equalize tariff taxation, and if the the bill to be considered for even one can only repeat what '"every sensible
B altimore, Jan. 7__David M. NewDemocrats in Congress fail to dis hour unless there is a quorum of man knows, that these exhibitions of bold, president of the Baltimore and
and incapacity tend to dis Washington Turnpike and Tramway
charge the obligations imposed upon democrats on the floor. Sooner or negligence
gust the people with a party which has Company, which is building the
them, then will they invite both rebuke later—the sooner the better—the rule been trusted with power and has not Boulevard Electric Railway between
and repudiation. The industrial in of no attendance no pay will have to always the sense and fidelity to use it. the two cities, says that as soon as he
If the absent Democrats do not under obtains permission from Mayor Latterests of the country demand a speedy be adopted by Congress. .
stand this now, they certainly will rob and the City Council for the line
settlement of the tariff question, and
Double-locked doors and a wide when it is too late.
to enter Baltimore he is going to put a
the interests of the people as a whole awake sentinel in the shape of a
heavy force of track layers and labor
demand equally as much.
messenger, stands between the sub
ers at work, from 4,000 to 6,000 men,
THE LAST STRAW.
so as to complete the road as soon as
committee of the Senate committee on From the Atchison Globe.
There was a good deal of indigna possible. Two gangs are now em
A t the Republican State Convention Foreign Relations, which is investi
ployed, one at Laurel and another on
held at Harrisburg Wednesday of last gating the Hawaiian matter, and the tion among the men of Atchison be Massachusetts avenue in the Washing
cause
of
the
afternoon
parties
given
by
week Galusha A. Grow was named by public, and every witness at the close the women, to which no men were in ton suburbs. It is hoped to have the
acclamation to fill the vacancy in the of his testimony is sworn to secrecy vited, but there will be more when it road finished by September, 1894.
Congressional delegation from Penn until after the end of the investigatian, is learned that the women have in
sylvania caused by the death of Gen and the conclusions of the committee vaded the rights of the men still fur
HEART DISEASE.
eral William Lilly. Mr. Grow is the are communicated to the Senate. But ther ; they intend to give parties in
the evening, and give-them without
Grand Old Man of the Republican these precautions have been just as men. They also intend to keep them THERE IS HOPE FOR THOSE AFFLICTED
WITH IT IF THEY TAKE COURAGE.
party. He was in active political life unvailing as those taken to protect quiet ; a lady who is to give a recep
when the party came into existence the secrets of the executive session. tion to women only to-morrow evening From the Ashton Reporter.
Let those who are haunted with
and gave to it the benefit of his manly The name of every witness who has has requested the Globe to say nothing
courage and intellectual vigor during testified and the substance of his about it. This asking the men to suspicions of heart disease, and even
stay at home and take care of the those who have good reason to know
the most stormy period of its career testimony has been known very soon children while the wife goes to a party that they are suffering from that
—when brave men were required in after the daily abjournment of the will break the camel’s back, probably, incurable malady, take courage from a
fighting Congressional as well as other committee. All of the testimony and there will be a riot.
short story told by the late Sir
Andrew Clark in the course of a
battles. He was elected to Congress taken up to this time has been
THE
PANIC
OF
1893.
clinical lecture at the London
strongly
anti-Queen
and
anti-Blount,
in 1851, was chosen Speaker in 1861
From the New York H era'd.
Hospital.
the
witnesses
being
mostly
Americans
and held that position until March 4,
After reminding the young students
The panic of 1893 will excite the
1863. Since then he has lived a retired who have become naturalized citizens keenest interest of the student of of the necessity for caution in the
life, not that he was not willing to of Hawaiia and have large interests on political economy for a century to “prognosis,” or forecast of the pro
serve his party and the people, but for the islands. It is understood that Nr. come. It was not the result of a gress of the disease, Sir Andrew went
the reason that he was pushed aside Blount will appear before the failure of crops or of a war or convul on to relate an anecdote of a house
of nature or conflagration or any governor of that very hospital—a
by the jostling crowd of place-seekers committee shortly. I t is considered sion
other destruction of real wealth. It clergyman who was about to be
under the leadership of men who were significant that men close to the was caused by the defiance of plain married. His intended father-in-law
not interested, for various reasons, in administration should be, as they are, economic laws. The new year holds came to him and said. “You see you
Mr. Grow. The selection of the G. O. predicting that the report of the out better things. The currency is have got no money, sir ; you must go
M. for Congressman-at-Large was a committee will practically endorse now on a sound basis, and a rational and get your life insured.” At the
revision of the tariff promises to stimu end of the examination the physicians
stroke of wisdom on the part of the what was done by the last administra late our industries and equalize the said to him : “ We cannot accept you.”
Convention—an honor to the party tion, if it does not actually condemn burdens of taxation. Bubbles have been “Why ?” asked the astonished house
the restoration policy of President pricked and business is on a bed rock governor. “Oh, we would rather not
and to the State.
Cleveland, The reason for this is that basis. Wall street has had such a say.” “But,” he said, “I have never
“house-cleaning” as was never before been ill in my life,” and indeed he was
T he discussion of purely economical Senator Morgan, who is on record in known and the ground everywhere has a sturdy fellow. “ Well,” said the
questions from the standpoint of favor of annexation, holds the been cleared for new enterprises. The physicians, “If you will have it, you
partisan politics frequently discloses a balance of power, both in the sub great natural resources of the country have got heart disease.” “Heart
desire to obtain partisan advantages committee and in the full committee. are unimpaired, the indomitable energy disease 7 How long shall I live ? Shall
The populists in Congress are of it people remains undiminished and I live for six months ?” “Oh, yes,”
rather than an earnest purpose to
nothing but a revival of confidence is replied the medical-men, “you may do
study principles and facts. And this pleased with the decision of the needed to inaugurate a period of new that.” *
statement applies in every instance democrats of the Ways and Means and lasting prosperity.
He went home and the match was
bfoken off. He wrote to the commit
where a proposed economical measure Committee to attach an amendment to
tee saying that as he had a mortal
THE DOCTOR’S WIFE.
is either accepted or rejected merely the tariff bill providing for a two per
disease
of the heart, and could not
cent
tax
on
all
incomes
of
four
for partisan reasons and to gratify
live for six months, he withdrew his
SHE
WAS
APPRECIATIVE
AND
LIGHTENED
thousand
dollars
or
more,
and
it
is
partisan desires. Occasionally, how
applications for rooms wherein to
HER HUSBAND’S LOAD.
ever, party lines are obliterated now probable that they may decide to
dwell with his wife. On the receipt of
this letter the committee deliberated,
somewhat by those who are de support the bill. The proposed From Kate Field’s Washington.
A due appreciation of the skill aud
termined to secure a clear view of a increase of the tax on cigarettes and efficiency of the professional work and said : “We must superannuate
him, poor fellow ; and, as he has but
disputed question and to express whisky will not have much opposition accomplished by one’s husband is to six
months to live, we will let him
unbiased opinions based upon such a to contend with ; nor will the tax of be highly commended in the main. have his full pay.” Accordingly he
view. Andrew Carnegie, the great 2 cents a pack on playing cards. There are times, however, when this was superannuated upon his full pay,
of hero worship can be carried to and npon this superannuity (said Sir
iron manufacturer of western Pennsyl These internal revenue items will sort
such
an extent as to seriously
vania in a recent interview, previous to not be reported in a separate bill, but interfere with one’s best interests, as Andrew) he lived for more than fifty
his departure for Europe, with a will be tacked on to the tariff bill as has been proved in the case of a years.
Washington physician. For some
reporter of the New York Tribune, amendments.
To-day and to-morrow will be reason he decided to allow his wife to
observed :
C A U T IO N .—-I f a d e a le r offers W . L .
D ou glas Shoes a t a reduced p rice, o r sa y s
make out his bills, and for that pur
h e h a s th em w ith o u t n a m e stam p ed on
“I submit that it is far better to devoted by the House, unless the half- pose turned over the book containing
bottom , p a t h im d ow n a s a frau d .
obtain a moderate Democratic tariff made agreement be upset, to a memoranda of visits to her tender
bill, securing us
stability and discussion of the McCreary resolution mercies. The bills were accordingly
permanence satisfactory to all, rather ordering the investigation of the made out with a promptness that
than a high protective bill passed by
could not fail to be most gratifying to
the Republican party, and certain to policy of the Harrison administration the husband, but the ultimate result of
be the object of continual political towards Hawaii. The resolution will the venture has proved far from
attack. We all know that uncertainty be vigorously antagonized by the satisfactory. From far and near the
in regard to import duties is ruinous republicans and many of the complaints of exorbitant charges have
to our interest. Partisanship is all democrats are lukewarm towards it. rained in. This has, in turn, led to
very well, but when the question It is believed that if the republicans investigation as to the cause, and
before us, as we all believe, involves can muzzle some of their over-zealous revealed the fact that the wife
the prosperity of our country, no party men and leave the discussion to appraised her husband’s services at
supposed party advantage should be be carried on by men who will not just double the amount he ordinarily
allowed to prevent a settlement, which, seek to drag party politics into it that charges, and made out the bills accord
if not all that could be desired, would the resolution can be amended so as ingly.
yet be most desirable under the circum to make the investigation general, or
stances. * * * * * The position that that it can be recommitted pending
Deafness Can’t be Cured
the Republican party took as to its the result of the investigation now
By
local
applications,
as they cannot reach the
being
conducted
by
the
Senate
duty to support President Cleveland’s
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
CO C U A C
BEST IN
silver policy I believe to be its duty committee on Foreign Relations. If way to cure Deafness, and that is by constitu9 0 O n U L THE WORLD.
to take in regard to the tariff. * * * the party feeling be aroused, the tutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an
W , I*, DO U G LA S Shoes are stylish, pasy fit
condition of the mucous lining of the
ting, and give better satisfaction at the prices ad
I, for one, am quite ready to accept democrats will, of course, vote for the inflamed
vertised than asy other make. T ry pne pair pnd
Eustachian Tube. When this tube gets inflamed
be convinced. The stamping pf W , L Douglas*
greatly reduced duties—judiciously resolution as it is.
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
pame and price os| the bottom, which guarantees
The
much
talked
of
democratic
and
when
it
is
entirely
closed
Deafness
is
the
re
framed—to accomplish this result.”
their value, saves thousands o f dollars annually
caucus to consider the tariff bill will sult, and unless the inflammation can be taken
to those who wear them. Dealers who push th§
sale o f W . L. Douj-las Shoes gain customers,
Mr. Carnegie is a Republican for all meet to-night. If it decides to pass out and thi- tube restored to the normal condi
which helps to increase the sales on their full line
tion, hearing will be destroyed forever ; nine
o f goods. They can afford to sell at a less profit,
that term implies, yet he is being on the tariff bill in detail it will have cases out of ten are caused by catarrh, which is
and we believe you can save money by buying all
but an inflamed condition of the mu
your footwear o f the dealer advertised below.
roundly scored by high tariff advocates to sit several nights to complete the nothing
cous surfaces. We will give One Hundred Dol
Catalogue free upon application. Address,
job,
as
there
will
be
much
talk
on
both
because he utters what he believes to
W . L , D O U G LA S, B ro c k to n , M a ss. Sold b j
lars for any case of Deafness (caused by ca
sides of a number of the schedules. tarrh) that we cannot cure hy taking Hall’s
be proper and right under existing I t will probably take one entire Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free* F. J.
H. H. ROBISON,
conditions, without exhibiting any sitting to dispose o f tbe iooome tax CHENET & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by J . W. Colbert, Druggist, Collegeville,
¿partisan bias whatever.
alone,
l8oc?ra.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
fa*, 75 cents.

W . L. D ouglas
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A DESPERATE ENCOUNTER.
James Matthews, a farmer near
Uniontown, Pa., bad a desperate en
counter with a huge panther the other
night. Awakened by a noise in his
stable, he dressed and, puttihg a re
volver in his pocket, hurried to investi
gate. He had barely entered the barn
when a heavy body sprang out and
bore him to the floor. Realizing his
peril he rolled over. His coat was
torn almost to shreds, but finally he
found the revolver, placed it at the
beast’s head and fired. He then broke
away, ran outside, closing the door.
He could hear the animal struggling,
and after it had become quiet again
entered the barn. A huge panther
was lying on the floor, stretched out
dead.
MORE WORKS RESUME.
P ittsburg, January 9.—The Na
tional Foundry and Pipe Works at
Scottdale, which has been closed for
two weeks, will resume to-morrow.
About 150 men are employed. The
Scottdale Iron and Steel Company,
Limited, is putting in two additional
sheet mills and a set of cold rolls,
which will give employment to fifty
more men and make their plant the
second largest in the country. The
outlook for both plants is promising.
E aston, January 9.—The Lehigh
Talley car shops at South Easton are
rushed with work. The like has not
been known since before the Reading
deal, The company is now restoring
its equipment to what it was two years
ago, and is adding many new firstclass cars. The shops are also busy
in other departments. In anticipation
of a large summer business the
Packerton shops are busy on repairs
and freight cars.
P hillipsburg, N. J., January 9.—The Warren Foundry and Machine
Company’s works, which shut down
before Christmas fpr the first time in
many years, have now resumed in all
departments and are working full
handed. The company is expending
over $100,000 in new buildings and
machinery, and expects to greatly in
crease its output as soon as the new
work is completed.
B ig Sleeves.
From the New York Post.

N O W IS T H E T IM E
—TO SEE ABOUT—

Y O U R

E Y E S

BY CALLING UPON J. D. SALLADE, OPTICIAN, who
has ju st secured a very fine instrum ent (an Optometer).
By the use of this instrum ent he can correct all imperfect
Eyes or Ocular Defects, and thus preserve and strengthen
the sight. Don’t neglect the opportunity of m iking your
self secure in this important respect by giving your eyes
relief while they may be benefitted and not when it is too
late.

J. D. SALLADE,

-

16 E. MAIN STREET,

-

NORRISTOWN, PA.

OPPOSITE PUBLIC SQUARE.

COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE.
COMPOUND SYRUP WILD CHERRY AND SENEGA,
Cures Coughs, Colds, Croup, &c.
TOILET LOTION, Cures Chapped Hands, Face, Relieves all Irritations of the Skin.
PURE BLACK PEPPER,

-

PRIME 8WEET MARJORAM,

-

CORN CURE, 10c. PER BOTTLE.
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. - STRINGS.
PURE SPICES A SP E C IA L T Y . ¿ ffZ
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Congress having declared in favor of Honest Money, I will take occasion
to remind my customers that, as usual, I am dealing in

^ H O N E S T

G O O D S .^

Which I will be glad to exchange for Honest Money upon a fair and just basis
of values. To be convinced of this fact, come and see my stock of
Store Goods and compare price with quality.
Please do not forget that I make Suits to fit you and make pantaloons a
specialty in my business. Immense stock of Boots and Shoes to fit the foot
and to fit the purse. Yours truly,

JO S . G. G O T W A L S ,

P ro v id e n c e S q u a re , F a .

BUY $35 WORTH IN FIVE
MONTHS

Old records say that the law once
took a hand in reducing the size of
women’s sleeves in Venice. That was
in 1303, and its effect was soon seen
in the extravagant trains that women
added to their gowns. As soon as the
puzzled lawmakers realized what was
the matter they curtailed the skirt by
a second edict, to be again circum
vented by the great magnificence of
both skirts and sleeves, which were
blazoned with embroideries of gold and
set with precious stones. These were
enacted out of fashion, but only while
the women were getting breath for a
fresh contest and a sleeve that ex
ceeded in cost anything that had gone
before, for it was both wide and long,
reaching even the hem of the dress.
These were the arm-coverings that
called forth the last fiat from the
Venetian Senate,

----- IN ANY OF OUR DEPARTMENTS WE WILL-----

M A K E YOU A P R E S E N T s

Stepp’s World’s Fair Photographed.
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This magnificent work of art is a collection of original copy-righted photographs
authorized and permitted by the management of the World’s Columbian Eposition.
The beautiful “ White City” is shown by over 250 photographs, 6 by 8 inches, and
all described in fall. The buildings, the exhibits, the Hid way Plaisance and its scenes,
the Court of Honor, all are shown in beautiful, artistic and permanent form.
This book has only been sold by subscription before ; but our great offer to secure
it for our customers was accepted and we are proud to be able to make such a magnificent
offer to our friends.
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Either of Bargain Offerings or Regular Stock in Carpets, Coats, Dress Goods, etc., and

CO

o
oo

Here We Are Again
----- WITH A-----

Buy $35 W orth in Five Months

W E

G IV E

YOU

THIS MAGNIFICENT PRESENT. You are invited to come in to look the book over.
If you have visited the World’s Fair this will give you many pleasant reminders of that
beautiful sight. I f you haven’t been there, the possession of this book is the next be6t
thing to post you and to show what were the most beautiful sights there.

I. H. B R E N D L I N G E R ,
NORRISTOWN, PA.,

ZL.E-AJDI3STC3- D E A L E R

In Suitings and O vercoat
ings, Cashm eres, Dress
Goods, Gingham s,
Calicoes, Etc.
WOOLEN AND CANTON FLANNELS IN
ALL GRADES.

213 and 215 DsKalb St.

A FULL LINE OF

Rubbers, Boots and Shoes
AT THE RIGHT PRICES.

-A L L A K T .A .^ rS

DRESS GOODS in VARIETY

A Large Stock of Choice Groceries.

4 pounds Head Rice, 25 cents Apricots and
Prunes, Currants, Citron, Seedless Raisins, <fce.t

Beaver & Shellenberger,
' T E - A . E E E . , E - A ..

COATS ^ CAPES
—AT—

L E O P O L D ’S,
254 H IG H S T R E E T ,

Gents’ Neck Wear for Fall ¿Winter,
25 and 50c., and latest in LINEN COLLARS.

12 per cant, discount on all Furniture sold previ
ous to Feb. 15. This discount, is taken from
the hitherto low prices that have pre
vailed for the past six months.

Bek Blankets aii fool Mmrear
AT GRE a TLY REDUCED PRICES.

M on M a Goal M n £ M ach?
We are selling the “ DEMORFST,” one of the
best makes, prices $19.50 to $25 00—usually
sold at $50.00 to $65 00. Come and see it.

Butterick P aper P a tte rn s !
We keep a full line of them on hand, and will
be glad to supply your wants.

W e have Fine Assortm ents of
Gents’ and Boys’ Hats, College
GROCERY DEPARTMENT :
C ars, and a Good Every
We furnish this department with clean,
Day Hat for 25 Cents.
fresh gaods each week.

SHOES AND RUBBERS!
Freed’s Hand-made Shoes are in and prices
away down. Plow Shoes for $1.00 and $1.25.
Men’s Lace Shoes, extra rood, $1.25. Children’s
Shoes, $1.00. Extra fine line of Ladies’ and
Misses’ Shoes, from $1 00 to $2.50.

We welcome you, and our aim is to please
you. Help us to build up a good borne trade.
THOSE ABOUT TO START HOUSEKEEP
ING, who want good quality and low prices iu
House burnishing Goods, will do well to see our
immense stock.

FULL LINS OF HARDWARE I

P O T T S T O W N , P A . E x t r a C hoice G ro c e rie s
Our assortment of Ladles’ and Misses’ Coats
and Capes for the Autumn and Winter of 1893
’94 is larger than ever before, while the variety
and beauty of styles are admired by all who ex
amine them. NEW CAPES for Ladies, from
the light-weights for Autumn up to the most
elegant Cloth and Seal Plush, at from $2.50 to
$1,8.75.
LADIES’ COATS from $3.00 up to those of
handsome materials, with rich Fur Trimmings
and stylish Umbrella or Columbian back and
collars, in all sizes, in light shades, blue and
black.
MI8SES’ AND CHILDREN’S COATS at $1.25
up to the prettiest ever shown in Pottstown.

ROYERSFORD, PA.,

At the Right Figures ! Furniture and Carpets!

Freed’s Hand-made Boots & Shoes
APRON GINGHAMS.
and a Full Line of Ladies’
Simpson’s Fast Calicoes, in Remnants,
and Children’s Shoes.
3 yds. Cheviot Shirting, 4 yds.
for 25c. Extra fine Toweling,
5c. a yard. Men’s extra
Headlight Oil at 9 cents per Gallon in Fivefine seamless bose, 2
gallon Lots. Syrups from 25 cents per Gallon,
pair for 25c.
up. Large New Raisins at 5 cents per p&und.
| 2jgT* All at Bottom Prices. Call and be
Convinced.

Dry Goods, Books, Carpets,
Trimmings and Coats.

-: Seasonable Goods :- Markley’s Grand Depot

M BMets-from 75 Cents a Pair, Up.
Lap Robes and Horse Blankets.

LIST

We have the finest Syrups in the Market.
New Orleans Molasses. Large California Prunes,
2 lbs. for 25c. Apricots and Peaches. Full
Cream Cheese. Extra fat Mackerel. 4 lbs.
best head rice for 25c.
Have received a car load of Cement, *nd will
quote low price in lots.

W . P. FENTON,
21 fob

| 3gf~ Crayons still given for every
$10 worth of goods purchased.
Goods delivered free of charge.

E . 1«. M A R S L E Y

211,213 & 215 Main St
THE ¿T
O
T
S
T
E
S

COLLEGEVILLE. PA.

R O O F IIsT G

OUR OWN MAKES of fine, strictly first-class
W ith Stock Proof Lock.
COATS and CAPES are drawing customers from
Gum E lastic Roofing F elt costs only
all sections of the United States, and especially $2.00 per 100 square feet. Makes a good roof
Philadelphia and other large cities.
for years, and any one can put It on.
NEW FURS, in CAPES, COLLARS, SCARFS
G am -Elastic P ain t costs only 60 cents
and the NEW STYLE MUFFS, flat, with head per gal in bbl. lots, or $4.50 for 5-gal. tabs.
and pocket, and every fashionable and reliable Color dark red. Will stop leaks In tin or Iron
sort of furs at most reasonable prices. All kinds roofs that will last for years. Try it.
of Fur Garments made to order in our work
Send stamp for samples and full particulars.
This Fence is unexcelled for farm purposes ;
rooms. Fur Trimmings, F ur Heads, Fur
it includes the only clim p-and clamp in exist
Edgings for trimming dresses in all the leading
ence ; expansion and contraction und r com
furs, and any width and kind made to order.
piete control of the lock ; it requires but few
NEW DRES8 GOODS, froqi low-priced np to 39 d c 41 W est Broadway, Mew York. posts ; having strength, without much surface,
very handsome goods at $2 00. We bought di
it is not affected by severe Windsor snow storms;
rect of an honest old Scotch manufacturer the
LOCAL AGENTS WANTED.
it will save ten feet in width of the frronnd now
best 50 cent DRESS GOODS that, can possibly be
occupied by rail fence—this will save four acres
produced, all ready shrunk, in Hop sack, Diag
of ground on every hundred acre' now fenced
onal, Cr< pons, Storm Serges, Granite, etc. Don’t
UNDAY P A P E R S .
with rails Upon careful ex mihaiion every
miss seeing our Cloaks, Dress Goods and Furs.
The different Philadelphia papers delivered farmer w 11 want it. We will wire up this fence
to those wishing to purchase in Collegeville and for from 40 to 50 cents per rod. Adoress or call
Trappe, every Sunday morning.
on the undersigned for descriptive circulars and
HENRY Y08T, News Agent.
Pr. further information.
JAMES G. DETWILER,
254 HIGH ST.,
A. J. ASHENFELTER,
you have anythinq to sell,
Montg. Co.
Y ek k es, Pa,
advertise it in the Independent.
POTTSTOWN, PA.

Neat, Strong, Durable and Cheap !

Gum-Elastic Roofing Co.,

S

L e o p o 1 d ’s,

p l B L I € (ifALE OF
A CONTESTED WILL.
Calendars.
Ursinus ColleRe N otes.
FARMERS’ MARKET COMPANY.
PROPERTY SOLD.
A jury was empanelled at Norris
Thanks to N. H. Benjamin & Co., of
Dr. Bachman has been unwell for
FRESH COW S!
Tbe annual meeting of the stock
Last Saturday Adam Graff sold at
town Monday, from a special venire
Phcenixville,
and
to
the
Norristown
the
past
week,
but
is
now
recovering.
public sale his property in Trappe, holders of the Ridge Avenue Farmers’ Herald, for neat and attractive calen
Will
be
sold at public sa1e, on THURSDAY *
drawn to test the genuineness of the
The students, with a few exceptions, signature to the will of the late JANUARY 18, 1894, at Smoyer’s Hotel, Trappe,
Market, Philadelphia, will be held on
^ 5 S s 7 - Í Í 5 T p EB YEAR i n a d v a n c e . comprising a house and lot, to Mrs. I.
dars.
Also
to
the
Ledger
of
Philadel
head of fresh cows and spring-YT ~^
have returned to college after enjoying
Tuesday, January 16, at 10 a. m., at
p. Rhoades for $500.
phia, for a copy of the Ledger's Al a short vacation with their relatives Harriet Y. Shepard, who died in j g j ^ e r s from Lebanon and Lancaster
the office of the Company. The direc manac—a
December, 1892, leaving a large estate. counties. This is excellent stock, selected es
compendium of useful infor
T h u r s d a y , J a n ’y It, 1 8 9 4 .
tors have declared a semi-annual divi
for this market. Also 50 fine shoats.
and friends.
The alleged will purports to have been pecially
mation.
FERN WOOD LITERARY SOCIETY.
Sale at 2 o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
dend of five per cent., payable on and
The winter term opened on Wednes executed five days before the woman’s
GERHART & SPITLER.
A regular meeting of the Fernwood after the 16tli.
N o m in a tin g m e e tin g .
day morning, Jan. 3d. In place ot a death, having been made with the W. M. Pierson, anct. J. M. Zimmerman, clerk.
Home Flashes aMSpares FromAbroad. Literary
Society will be held in the
The citizens of this (Trappe) Inde formal opening address, President assistance of her son Charles, who, the
Fernwood school house, Limerick, this
INCREASED TAXES.
pendent
School District will meet at Spangler made a few appropriate re plaintiffs maintain, held the testatrix’s p R I V A T E SALE OF
(Thursday) evening. An interesting
hand while she signed her name, as in
_More snow
The
Horsham
township
supervisors
the
public
house of J. R. Dorworth, marks to the students.
program will be presented.
have levied the road tax for next year Trappe, next Tuesday evening at eight
FRESH COWS !
Rev. Alfred Hantz, of Orangville, her feeble condition she could not
_Or, no more snow ;
at 20 cents to $100, an increase of 7 o’clock, to nominate candidates for Pa., visited Ursinus on Monday, Jan. write the signature unaided. The
AND OF SHOATS
K. 6. E.
cents over last year. The increase School Directors to succeed Messrs. 8th. and assisted in conducting relig signature was witnessed by Abraham
__B liz z a r d s , o r n o b liz z a r d s ,
Steiner,
who
has
since
died.
The
I
will
be
at
Smoyer’s
Hotel,
Trappe, on MON
was
made
necessary
by
the
heavy
D.
M.
Fulmer
and
David
Allebach.
installed
ious services in the chapel.
D, G. C., H. T. Hunsicker
plaintiff's, however, have his deposition DAY, JANUARY 15,1894, with 20 fresh cows
_There will be no scarcity of candi
recently elected officers of expense for opening the roads last
the
100 shoats, which I will sellYUT^t
At the regular weekly meeting of as to the manner in which the will was Jazgytf&and
dates for the more important local Iron bridge Castle last Saturday even- winter, it having cost the township
j j j ^ a t private sale. Will remain un-jtfaytr
D isappointed.
the Zwinglian Society on Friday eve signed. The estate was bequeathed to til stock is disposed of.
offices at the coming nominating ing. He -installed the officers of over $700 for snow shoveling after
JAMES WYNKOOP.
Last Thursday evening four young ning Jan. 5th, the following officers the children or their descendants,
meetings ;
Shannonville Castle, No. 211, Monday February 21st.
were elected : Pres., Royer ; \ ice Pres , except as to one son, Henry S. Shepard.
couples
from
this
place
and
vicinity
_Unless, present indications are evening. Both Castles are in a
wended their way, in carriages, through Conkle ; Rec. Sec., Kehr ; Cor. Sec., What he would have received under
THE OTHER FREDERICK.
o r sa le.
flourishing condition.
misleading.
A desirable farm of 60 acres, situate in
the mud and slush to the Lower Provi Kirlin ; Musical Director, Miller ; Critic, the intestate laws was diverted and
Some time ago several of our ex dence Baptist church where they ex Hicks ; 1st Editor, C. P. Wehr ; 2nd bequeathed to Mary M. Shepard, his Lower Providence, between the two pikes, the
_Both parties in this, as well as
land
extending:
Skippack creek,
changes
had
it
that
Frederick
Prizer,
WOMAN SUFFRAGE.
wife. Henry S. Shepard has a number and commodiousto honse
pected to “take in” the Christmas ex Editor Shantz ; Janitor, Meek.
and barn ; a l l f n r u
in other townships of the county, will
the gardener and florist, of this place, ercises. When they arrived at their
of creditors, among whom are the outbuildings built within five years
A meeting of the Montgomery was a candidate for watchman at the
act wisely if they will hold all the
defendants, the Montgomery National blacksmith shop and wbeelwright shop!
nominating meetings prior to the 29th County Woman Suffrage Association Almshouse. This was an incorrect destination they found everything dark
the premises. Ample variety of fruit. I will
From Providence Square.
Bank of Norristown, and Daniel on
and
that
the
entertainment
was
not
to
will
be
held
in
the
Coleman
building,
sell or trade. Apply to the undersigned, resid
of this month.
statement. The gentleman who bears be given until the following Tuesday
Quite a number of the residents of Williams, who would have had an ing on premises.
85 East Main street, Norristown on
O. Y. KUGLER, Lower Providence.
_The reasons why were stated in Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock. All the same name and who was a candi evening. One of the number proposed this vicinity are suffering from the opportunity to attach his interest had
last week’s issue, and are doubtless interested in the subject are invit date for tbe position, whilst a resident that they spend the evening at her widely prevalent disease—grip. In Mrs. Harriet Y- Shepard died intestate,
of this township, is not a florist and home, which they did. George must addition to giip, our harness manu or had she bequeathed a portion of
familiar to all who are interested in ed to be present.
«TICE.
gardener, but is principally engaged in be more careful in the future in an facturer W. E. Johnson has been her estate to her son Henry instead of
Assigned estate of Milton Y. Detwiler
local politics.
farm work.
and
wife,
of the township of Upper Providence,
nouncing the dates of entertainments afflicted with a very painful carbuncle his wife. The contest was raised by Montgomery
county, Pennsylvania. All persons
_A description of the doings of the
BANK OFFICERS ELECTED. ■
on his face. He is better now.
the defendants, who, if the will is set indebted to said
to
his
friends.
estate are requested to make
Farmers’ Creamery Company, of Phila
ECLIPSES
IN
1894.
At the annual meeting of the stock
aside, will be in a position to attach immediate payment, and those having claims
The
gatherings
about
the
forge
delphia, will be found on the fourth holders of the Schwenksviile National
against
the
same
will present them without de
1. Partial eclipse of the Mooq, on
Henry S. Shepard’s interest in the lay in proper order
A Large Funeral.
for settlement to
these days are interesting as usual ; the estate.
page of this issue. Every farmer will Bank, Tuesday, the following Directors March 21. Invisible to this part of
David
N.
Carvahlo,
of
New
J . WARREN ROSENBERGER, Assignee,
discussions
include
a
variety
of
topics,
The
funeral
of
our
deceased
friend
read the article with interest.
Yerkes P. O., Montg. Co., Pa.
were re-elected : H. W. Kratz, Geo. W. the world. 2. Annual eclipse of the and correspondent, Charles W. John —the Wilson bill, the races at Sunny- York, an expert in inks and handwrit
Or to his attorney,
Sun, April 6. Invisible to America.
ing,
testified
that
the
signature
could
_Wm. M. Binder, of Pottstown, is Steiner, Benjamin D. Alderfer, George 3.
HENRY
M. BROWNBACK,
side,
past
and
to
come,
the
weather,
A partial eclipse of the Moon, Sept. son of Limerick, last Thursday, was the prospects for an ice crop, how some not have been written by a person 28dec6t.
Norristown, Pa.
a piano tuuer of excellent repute, just D- Alderfer, Isaac H. Johnson, H. H. 14-15.
attended
by
a
very
large
gathering
ot
Visible to United States. Moon elatives, neighbors and friends. Si. things ought to be done, and so on.
whose hand was guided by another—
Dr. John Wilson, Noah D.
the person you want to tune youi Fetteroif,
enters shadow 10.35 p. m. ; middle of
that the signature is simulated. Tin
piano. See his card in another column. Frank and William Wagner.
Lukes’ church, Trappe, was taxed to
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Horse blankets and robes are case, which will likely run several
eclipse 11.31 ; end 12.27 a. m., of 15th. its
Estate of Rebecca Casselberry, late of
full seating capacity. Rev. E. C. selling at lower figures.than ever at days, attracts a great deal of atten
4.
A
total
eclipse
of
the
Sun,
Sept.
29.
Lower Providence township, Montgomery
—A postal from our friend John Z.
FLOUR DONATED.
Hibshman
delivered
an
eloquent
county,
deceased. Letters testamentary upon the
the
harness
store.
Take
advantage
of
Visible to America. There will be a
Gotwals informs us that he will spend
eulogy, and tbe services throughout the bargains, and also order your new tion.
above estate having been granted to the under
Paist
Brothers,
proprietors
of
the
transit
"of
Mercury,
Nov.
10.
Visible
the winter at Thomasville, Georgia Collegeville Roller Mills, are about to
signed, notice is hereby given that all persons in
were in harmony with the sorrowful harness now, Estimates cheerfully
WHEAT AND BRAN.
to America.
debted to said estate are requested to make im
instead of Washington, D. C.
occasion and the opinions and desires furnished.
place 1600 pounds of flour with Elias
mediate settlement, and those having claims
At
the
country
mills
wheat
and
which
characterized
the
life
of
tinupon the same are requested to present them
THE BOOK OF THE FAIR.
_Our Oaks correspondent sends us Markley and Joshua Richards Sons,
The
color
of
a
dog
dosen’t
de
promptly in proper order for settlement to
bran
are
selling
at
the
same
price,
departed one.
another poem which we will find room of Royersford, and A. B. Ortlip and
termine
either
the
usefulness
or
the
Parts
nine
and
ten
of
the
Book
of
namely,
about
one
cent
a
pound,
The
D. MORGAN CASSELBERRY, è VwnigiTH
for in our next issue. By the way Burley Boogar, of Spring City, for the Fair, issued by the Bancroft Com
D. HEARN CASSELBERRY, $ tLxecuiors,
worthlessness of the canine. Our price of oats and corn is not much
Among The Si»k,
free
distribution
among
the
unem
read what
philosopher is ready to vigorously less. This curions condition of the 21dec.
Auditorium Building, Chicago,
Lower Providence, Pa.
ployed of Royersford and Spring City. pany,
Mrs. Catharine Fox, of this place, is support this proposition,
market has attracted the attention of
—Tbe Transcript, of Skippack, says : This generous act will doubtless be have been received. Part nine con very
ill. She has been on the sick
tains profuse and superbly executed
the dairymen in the Schuylkill Valley,
“The Oaks correspondent of the Col- greatly appreciated.
illustrations of machinery contained in list for some time,
in Pennyslvania, and they have been
PIHENIXVILLE, PA.
legeville I n d e p e n d e n t wields a ready
From Oaks.
Machinery Hall ; these illustrations
making experiments as to the relative
pen, and it is guided by brains.”
Daniel
Fenstermacher,
of
this
place,
OVERCROWDED.
and descriptions are continued in part
Will Landis, reporter on the Phce value of these several kinds of feed in
is still confined to his room.
nixville Republican, exchanged greet the dairy. The result has convinced
—That’s hitting the mark.
The Board of Trustees of the State ten, which also includes views and de
scriptions of exhibits in the Agricul
them, so it is said, that at present
Mrs. A, D. Wagner, of Trappe, is ings Sunday.
_The theory is advanced that the Hospital for the Insane at Norristown tural Department. The Book of the somewhat
prices, wheat is the cheapest and best
better.
elected
J.
Hackett,
of
Easton,
as
Candidates
for
the
office
of
Collector
grip is the result of overwork on the
Fair, when completed will unquestion
food for milk cows. It is believed by
secretary,
vice
Dr.
E.
G.
Martin,
to
be
voted
for
at
the
Spring
election
part of the victims. That will be some
The condition of Miss Oresinger, of
ably be the finest production of
|* jits
j|
are as plentiful as dandelions on tbe the ‘ Schuylkill Valley dairymen
compensation for those who have noth deceased. Notwithstanding the fact kind extant.
Trappe, is critical.
that
a
large
number
of
patients
were
south side of a hill in the early Spring, that wheat will produce more milk Ask their Farmer Friends to Read
ing to do.—Newport News.
than the same number of pounds of
recently transferred to Wernersville,
Wilson
Brunner,
of
Trappe,
was
time sunshine.
the following, as it may save them
AGED 27, NOT 57.
any other food. Many of them are
_Mrs. Lewis H. Davis , of King-of- the Norristown Asylum is again
dangeriously ill with pneumonia last
De
tail
holt
am
not
always
de
best
some money :
now chopping wheat and feeding it to
Prussia, has a cactus in full bloom crowded, there being 1007 males and
Mrs. Harry Bechtel, who died in week, and his condition at present
holt no how, as the residents of Blos their cows and they claim that a
900 female inmates.
with upwards of 200 flowers upon it.
Philadelphia Sunday morning last a serious.
Do you inteud to build a fence ? If so, we
som Corner can testify. Several of bushel of wheat contains at least
week and whose remains were interred
will sell you a first-class galvanised wire at such
their
chickens
came
back
from
a
Mrs.
Edward
Brownback,
Mrs.
J.
K.
one-third
more
milk-producing
—John Ballenberger, a Carbondale
in Trinity cemetery, this place, last Beaver, and Mrs. Catharine Nace, of journey with no tail feathers. And we
WAYLAID ANDROBBED.
elements than corn or almost any a price per pound that a four strand fence will
teamster, has just struck a windfall in
Thursday, in the presence of many
do not hear of any chicken show in othei1food. It is also said that the cost you for wire aud staples only 9 cents for a
While John Williams, was returning relatives and friends, was 27 years of Trappe, are on the sick list.
the shape of a legacy of $20,000 ldft
ten-foot panel. Think of it 1—1,000 feet of fence
home Friday night from the PhiladeL age, and not 57 years as was erron
Mrs. Klausfelder, of this place, is session. Suppose some one’s appetite quality of the milk is vastly improved for $9.00. Please call and examine or write for
him by an aunt in Germany.
craved
strange
“vnftles.fi
— Baltimore Sun.
phia hay market he was waylaid and eously stated in last week’s issue. We gradually recovering from a severe
sample.
_F. G. Bean, of Worcester received robbed on the Bethlehem pike, near overlooked the wrong figure 5 in read attack of grippe,
Some of the “experiments” noted in
Eighteen hundred and ninety-four
ninety-seven prizes for showing the best Ambler. He was struck by a negro, ing the proof. It seems that no mat
and still the bell goes ringing for the foregoing paragraph have not
poultry at the West Chester Poultry who entered his wagon in tbe rear, ter how carefully typographical and
Sarah ; where, where, will be that bell proven favorable to wheat as a feed
Arouml About,
show last week.
and while Williams lay insensible the other errors are looked for, some mis
that rings, one hundred years from for milk cows or cattle in general, and
The farmer and the coon and ’pos now ?
it remains yet to be proven that “that
robbed him of about $50. The takes will pass unnoticed until too late
_The coroner’s inquest in the negro
sum hunter, who engaged themselves
CARRIAGES, PA IN TS, GLASS
wounds
sustained
by
Williams
proved
is the cheapest and best food for milk
to
he
rectified
in
place,
and
very
often
Louisville bridge disaster has ended in fatal.
Improvements at both Brick Com it
at pork butchering, near Geezleville,
cows.”
One
farmer,
and
a
good
one,
they
are
of
the
most
exasperating
kind
a verdict placing the blame on the
AND OILS.
the other morning, are still wondering panies’works—whether on the strength who tried the experiment, found that
Phoenix Bridge Company.
of the Wilson bill, cheap coal from by feeding corn chop and wheat bran
why
the
big
dog
should
have
been
PERSONAL.
If you wish a beautiful Calendar, send us
THE MINGO EXPRESS HORSE COMPANY. wicked enough to carry off tbe hog’s Nova Scotia, or the new Loan Associ his dairy produced eleven pounds
_Watchman Jno. Maloney tumbled
your address.
Will Keck, a go-ahead salesman
ation,
it’s
hard
to
say.
Some
people
M
Ihead,
Ed.
fears
tbe
dog
will
gpf
away
more
butter
in
one
week
than
during
a
through a trestle on the Lebanon with the enterprising clothiers, Weitzwith a whole bog nuxt time. Rut this roll in wealth.
ANNUAL MJjETINQ.
preceding week when wheat formed a
Valley Railaoad, Sunday night, near enkorn & Sons, Pottstown, was in this
has nothing to do with the tired and
If fie had not tried to quiet the part of the feed. It has been -piXECPTOBS’ SALE OF
Harrisburg, and was fatally injured.
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Mingo
section last Thursday.
Express Horse Company for the Re bard-worked boys pf tbe Leve}, who restive steed, and left bis overshoe in -established long ago that wheat is not
Messrs. Samuel Sperry, of Philadel covery of Stolen Horses was held at snatched a few moments tbe other day tbe mud, he would not have missed good feed for horses, and we believe
_Read thè new advertisement of
REAL ESTATE
E. ,L.- Markley’s Grand Depot, phia, and Jacob Sperry,of Norristown, tbe Fountain hotel, Trappe, last Satur for the purpose of harnessing a neigh the train,
that “experiments” will prove that it
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY !
bor’s cow, and then laughed at their
Royersford, and note the special were in town Monday.
day. Tbe official reports for tbe year neighbor
A company of charitably disposed is not proper food for cows. Will
from
a
distance.
The
same
those
of
our
farmer
readers
who
are
bargains offered.
Will
be
sold
at public sale, on MONDAY,
Miss Ella Herrick, the County Sup exhibited a balance of over $600 in the young men may make an effort to har persons remembering the vicissitudes
JANUARY 15, 1894, on the premises of the de
feeding
wheat
to
cattle
be
kind
erintendent
of
Cameron
county,
Pa.,
treasury,
and
a
membership
of
146.
ceased, in Lower Providence township, Mont
_From the Western Governor's
ness the wild geese—if the geese re of the widow and the lonely, visited enough to report results ?
gomery county. Pa., one mile from Collegeville
success in raising his voice one can visited the family of Mr. D. D. Alder The following officers were re-elected turn to that locality again. It seems Pinetown, built and repaired the
Station on the Perkiomen R. R., the following
almost imagine that he irrigates it.— fer, this place, last week- The lady to serve for the ensuing year : Presi pretty certain that the marksmen of fences around the place, roasted, and
three tracts of land, belonging to the estate of
REFORM
IN
SCHOOL
EXAMINATIONS.
admires this section of tbe State very dent, H. H. Fetteroif ; Treasurer, A. that vicinity can’t shoot straight ate the fatted calf, with a side dish of
Rebecca Casselberry, deceased, viz :
Cleveland Plaindealer.
D. Bechtel ; Secrètaiw, John S. Hun enpugh to kill the geese, so the boys lamb, and ended the festivities with a
Any qualified teacher—which, of No l being the homestead, large substantial
much.
_____________
stone house, 13 rooms, nicely painted
—Coal in a big engine room, $2.11
course, means any honest and and
sicker ; Assistant Secretary, C, P,
papered and all in good order, andtiaiilM
might as well try a lasso and a set of dance,
per ton ; coal at a residence, $5.50 per
FIRE COMPANY OFFICIALS.
experienced
teacher—can
tell,
without
Bean. This prosperous ooropany has harness,
divided
conveniently for two families. Jiiiw jL
The
captain
blew
through
his
whisk
and
so
forth.
ton ; coal by the scuttle at a grocery,
specific examination, whether a pupil Large stone barn, frame wagon house,
been in existence over half a century.
At
a
meeting
of
the
Collegeville
ers
at
the
Republican
Club
last
Satur
sty, chicken house ; cistern at barn with
$10 and up per ton—that’s odd !—New Fire Company, Monday evening, the
who has been four or live months pig
pipe to ho u se; also cistern under piazza a t
day nigbt. Those who heard him pro under
D irect or» Elected.
York Recorder.
his
or
her
care
is
fit
for
house,
and well near kitchen door ; together
following officers were chosen to serve
D eaths.
it a grand philippic. The promotion, while the time saved from with about
7 acres of excellent land in a high
The National Banks of Norristown nounced
Club
elected
the
following
officers
:—
—Henry C. Yeager, a boy 9 years for the eusuing year. President, G. Z.
state of cultivation, with a large variety of fruit,
Rose Evelyn Heyser, daughter of held their annual meeting, Monday,
examination,
if
given
to
study
or
old, was attacked by a savage bulldog Vanderslice ; 1st Vice President, J. W. Harry W. and Anna J. Heyer, of 260 and elected Directors to serve the Joseph Thompson, President; Captain review, would further qualify the making a very comfortable home, or a good in
for capitalists.
Carmack, Vice President; Lewis pupil for entrance into a higher grade. vestment
Thursday at Pottstown and so badly S. Gross ; 2d Vice-President, E. S. Minor street, Norristown, died Friday
No. 2. A tract of EIGHT ACRES OF LAND,
year.
mangled that he is now sonfined to his Moser ; Recording Secretary, R. H, morning, aged 13 months, Thk funeral ensuing
Griffin,
Secretary
;
Web,
Wesler,
Treas
one-fourth
of a mile north of Evansburg, front
It is a fact well known that the work ing on the township
’{'he stockholders of the Peoples urer ; Frank Brower, Captain.
G rater; Assistant Recording Secre was held Sunday afternoon ; interment
line, adjoining land of Theo
bed. He is in a serious condition.
done
upon
examination
papers,
under
Bank
elected
the
following
i
Samuel
Hallman and John R. Thomas, and others, and
tary, Harvey Johnson ; Financial at St. James’ P. E. cemetery, EvansWe
have
not
heard
who
is
out
for
the menace of possible failure to well set with grass.
K. Anders, Isaao Wanner, Wm H,
—Robbers broke into the residence Secretary, J. M. Zimmerman ; Trea
No. 3. A tract of NINE ACRES OF LAND,
Slingluff, John J. Hughes, John E. School Director in tbe lower district “pass,” is the product of the strained adjoining
of R. J. Roberts, Gwynedd, on Thar» surer, J. L. Paist , Trustees, J. W. S; burg.
lands of Henry Keyser’s estate, Theo.
in
Director
Griffin’s
place,
but
why
anxiety
and
in
many
cases
the
pitiable
Brecht,
Charles
Johnson,
Wm.
Hallman, and others. This tract is well set
day morning, and escaped with a lot of Gross, J. M. Zimmerman, J. L. P aist;
Yivian,
infant
daughter
of
Jacob
Si,
J os. Griffin ? The buildings under confusion of the pupil, rather than a with timothy. The above properties will all
silverware and two new horse Foreman, Jacob Bolton ; 1st Assistant, and Ida Moser, of Conshohocken, died Sheppard, Morgan Wright, Samuel F. not
charge are attended to, and Mr. test of his practical knowledge of the positively be sold to close the estate, go high or
Harvey Johnson, 2d Assistant, Thursday evening, last week, aged 12 Jarrett, Norman Egbert, Dr. B. K. his
blankets.
Sale of real estate at 2.30 o’cloek.
Griffin makes a good School Director. subjects in hand ; that the temptation low.
Johnson
and
Jos.
S.
Anders.
Also at 1 o’clock, p. m., the following Per
Samuel
Gouldy.
days.
—The new Royersford Evangelical
First National—Francis G. Stinson, There is hardly any use of “swapping to take a surreptitious peep into a book sonal Property : One carriage, 2 stoves, side
board, bureaus, 8-day clock, chests, chairs,
Church was dedicated Sunday
Frank M. Hobson, Walter H. Cooke, horses when you ure crossing a or to secure help from a classmate is tables,
carpets, curtains, bedsteads and
A MUSICAL FAREWELL.
Mr. Jerry FwitB died at bis resi T, Elwood Lively, Daniel M, Anders, stream.”
too strong to be resisted by at least bedding,stands,
Bishop C. S. Haman end Rev. Abraham
table linen, ail kinds of cooking
dence,
2336
North
Broad
street,
Phila
utensils,
with
a
great variety of dishes, glass
many
pupils
when
undergoing
this
Henry
C.
Wentz,
John
McFarland,
Markley, the pastor, officiated.
C.
Monday evening of last week Mr.
I was sorry indeed to hear of the de
&c , with many other articles usually
ordeal, and that many real bright ware,
A. Wismer’s singing class graciously delphia, Sunday. The deceased had Septimus Kriebel, C. Henry Stinson.
mise
of
my
brother
scribe.
Though
about a house. Also one share of First
Montgomery National Bank—-John strangers, I looked forward to that re pupils fail through a dread that kept
tendered Rev. Isaac Frantz and wife long been a resident of Centre Square.
National Rank stock and one share of Evans
PHILADELPHIA MARKETS.
He
was
about
48
years
of
age.
paralyzes
their
faculties
for
tbe
time
burg
Creamery stock.
Slfngluff,
John
S.
Heebner,
Abraham
a musical farewell, previous to their
union he spoke of in the near future.
Conditions at sale by
Winter bran, $15.00 @ $15.50 ; flour departure for Ohio, at the residence of
C. Allebach, Samuel Dresher, William He has left behind dear memories, and being to secure promotion, while the
D. M. CASSELBERRY, >,
George H. Seipt, aged 56 years, a Yeakle, Solomnn Gilbert, William
«Executors.
$2,50 to $3.90 ; rye flour, $2.90; wheat Rev. Isaac Kulp, Grater’s Ford.
D. H. CASSELBERRY, \
I will still look forward to that meet less capable, if less sensitive, pass to
well-known
resident
of
Worcester
65 to 69£c.; corn, 42£c.; oats, 36c.; but Choice music was well rendered aud
Stabler,
Benjamin
F. Whitby, ing beyond the Silent River. I will the next grade.—From the Lancaster
ter, 24 to 31c.; live fowls, 10J @ 11c.; the senior member of the class, Mr. township, died rather unexpectedly Ephraim C. Boorse, Garret T. Hun not forget thee, and when the I n d e p e n  Exayiiner.
ANTED !
dressed fowls, 9 @ 10c.
John D. Alderfer, made one of the the early part of last week. He had sicker, Benjamin Thomas, Jacob H. d en t comes to me, I will miss the
cornfodder.
Don’t Tobacco Spit or Smoko Your Life Away. Apply atA lot of cut and crushed
THIS OFFICE.
happiest speeches of his life in been ill for several days suffering from Grater, William S. Anders.
“From
Limerick”
whiph
was
always
the truthful, startling title of a little book
extending congratulations and good tbe grip, but nothing serious was an
interesting, “Man proposes, God dis. Is
THIEVES CAPTURED.
that tells all about No-to-bac, the wonderful,
wishes to Rev. and Mrs. Frantz, and in ticipated. He was a brother of A, H.
poses,”
The Rower or the Captain.
harmless Guaranteed tobacco habit cure. The
or sa le.
Thursday’ night the store of Mahlon reviewing the years of usefulness spent Seipt of Skippack, and leaves a wife
Is trilling and the man who wants to quit
A House and Lot, in Trappe ; a variety of
Armed with scriptural injunctions,
Mr. Higginbotham put First avenue cost
Keller at Pcrkasie was robbed of coats, by Mrs. Frantz in that neighborhood. and six children. The funeral was
and can’t runs no physical or financial risk in fruit on the premises. Apply to
jewelry, etc., amounting to about $500.
held Monday. Interment at the and harnessed with the habiliments of in good shape last Fall. Now will using “ No-to-bac.” Sold by all druggists.
ADAM GRAF.
Book at Drug Store or by mall free. Address
On Friday nigbt a team was stolen
active warfare, tbe Captain of the Dem some one do as much for Brower’s The
Schwenkfelder cemetery, Worcester.
Sterling Remedy Co., Indiana Mineral
from the premises of Rev. Henry
ocracy of Montgomery has assumed Lane ?
JOURNALISTIC.
IOR SALE !
Springs, Ind.
Price, near^Harleysville. Early Satur
Miss Esther Gotwals, a sister of the proudest attitude of hi9 interesting
Chestnut posts, in lots to suit purchasers :
The
Harleysville
News
inaugurated
also
cordwood, by the cord. Apply to
day’ morning two suspicious looking volume nine with its last issue. The Superintendent J. K. Gotwals, of Nor and eventful life, and beneath the wav
RELIGIOUS.
JOHN SHIRLEY, near Areola.
W M . M, «INDER,
characters, carrying large bundles, in News is a live, local paper, and appears ristown, died Thursday at Eagleville, ing plume of gaudy feathers he looks
M.
E.
church,
Evansburg.
Sabbath
quired at Yerkes Station as to tbe
with
disdainful
and
defiant
gaze
upon
where she resided with her sister,
Piano Tuner,
time of the first train down. Being to be prospering well.
Anna. She had been suffering with the “poor fools” who so far forgot school at 9.30 a. m., every Sabbath. 823 CHESTNUT STREET, POTTSTOWN, PA.
-H O W Reaching,
10.45
a.
m.,
and
every
Sab
The
Ambler
Gazette
has
just
entered
informed that the milk’train would be
themselves
as
to
unobsequiously
yeui
the
grip,
This
makes
the
second
sis
Graduate of New England Conservatory of
along about seven o’clock, they decided upon its 12tb year and is one of the ter deceased in a month. Funeral ture dangerously near a dangerous bath evening at 7.30.
Music, Boston, Mass., and Factory of Hallet,
to walk to Areola and board the train most prosperous weeklies along the took place yesterday (Wednesday) Captain. This modern Napolean of
Episcopal service at St. James’ Da is & Co.
there, which they did. In the mean line of the N. P. R. R.
politics
and
of
war,
as
he
recently
sur
morning at 10 o’clock. Interment at
Evansburg every Sunday at 10:30 a. m., Orders left at this office will fig attended to
The Academy Acorn, published and Lower Providence burying ground.
time Clinton Crist, who was on his
veyed with a field glass tbe wide reach Sunday School, 2 p. m. Also a ser
way to meet the milk train, discovered edited .by Prof. S. U. Brunner, of the
of his kingdom from the tower of the vice at Royersford at 3 p. m. Rev. U « R RENT I
a stray team, which, it was afterwards North Wales Academy7, celebrated its
JP A desirable private residence in CollegeMrs. Maria P. Tage died of con temple of the Times, soliloquized, A. J. Barrow, Rector,
ville. For terms apply to
ascertained, belonged to Rev. Mr. first anniversary with its last issue. sumption at the residence of Mrs. H. somewhat thu 9ly, while Richard lin
Can Make Ten P er Cent.
J-. H. HAMER, M. D-,
Price. He took possession of the It is a wide-awake educational journal C. Poley, near Trappe, Friday, aged gered near: “Ail this is mine, and
The Holy Communion will be ad
113 8 . 16th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
and
it
has
hobbies
peculiarly
its
own.
horse and wagon and reported tbe cir
55 years. She had been confined to verily say I, who dare dispute my title 7 ministered at Augustus Lutheran
Buyers at the Collegeville Furniture Warecumstance at the station. Conductor
her room since last October. Deceased If Téli was a good marksman it does church next Sunday morning at 10
OR RENT 1
Gilbert took particular notice of the
was a widow ; no surviving children. not follow as a logical sequence that o’clock. The regular quarter^ 7 col
A farm of 90 acres in Lower Providence rooms between January 1st and February 1st;
LOCAL INSTITUTE.
1894, will receive a reduction of ten per cent,
App’y to MARY ANN DAVIS,
strangers and was satisfied that they
Funeral services were held at the Goettler can raise a regiment ! Am I lections will be received at this ser- township.
lljanot.
Lower Providence, Pa. from our regular prices on all cash sales. All
Superintendent R. F. Hoffeeker will house Monday afternoon, and on Tues not right, Richard ?”
were of the crooked kind. When the
vice. Preparatory service will he held
goods are now marked low to suit the times, and
train reached the Junction the men conduct a local institute in Kline’s day tbe remains were taken to Lura“Yes, my lord, but what’s to be on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
ball,
Limerick
Square,
Friday
and
the reduction will then be on the figures now
or rent i
would-have been arrested there, but no
<Jone
with
j^neule
?”
Ufter
which
the
regular
monthly
meet
berton, N, J„ for interment,
A part of a desirable dwelling house (7 prevailing.
Saturday
of
this
week.
Morning,
after
officers o f th e law being at hand they7
“AU, Richard, let not the Register's ing of the Pastor’s Aid Society will rooms) in Trappe, opposite Lutheran parsonage,
This certainly is the time to buy Furniture,
with or w ithout five acres of ground. Apply to Carpets,
w ere p e lm tt> d to take the Philadel- noon and evening sessions will be held
Mrs. Rebecca Fetteroif, of Lansdale, vaporings disturb the spirit of thy take place.
&c. Read on and see what follows :
each
day,
and
the
program
of
exercises
DANIEL
SHULER,
Tr
ppe,
ta
.
phia tram, iieing held, however, under
dreams;
for
verily
I
say
unto
you
I
died while on a visit Weduesdfty of
$8 to $30.—Fancy Antique Sideboards, at
for
each
session
will
be
full
of
interest
survetilAnee by the train men. A
last week at the residence of her son have here a passage of Scripture,
from $8.00 to $30.00, and in addition ten
The Ex»Fresident Sum s l ( lip .
or rent i
telegram was forwarded to Wissa- to all who are interested in public Charles G. Fetteroif, Langborne, which, added to your keen thrusts of
off.
F
A
farm
of
42
acres
in
Lower
Providence
The 28th commencement exercises Township. Apply to
h ekon and when the train arrived school work. On Friday evening Prof. Bucks county, aged 74 years. Pneu satire, will bring him in bumble sup
$
3
5
.0
0 .—Guaranteed genuine Wilton Rug
A.
H.
CURDY,
of the Peirce School of Business and
toei
Parlor Suits as low as $35.00, and ten off.
were waiting and the A. T. Smith will lecture ; subject, monia was the cause of death. De plication before my throne !”
Lower Providence P. O., Pa.
“Glimpses
of
Mexico.”
Saturday
even
Also, a full line of Hair-cloth, Plush and
be r booty were taken
“Yes, yes, my lord,” observed Rich Shortfiund, DI’! Chestnut St., Phila.,
ceased was the mother of thirteen
Rrocatello Suits.
Their object in stealing ing Hon. Henry Houck will deliver a children, eleven of whom are living, ard, “bqt hfitv about J5onorable8 Hun was recently held ip the Academy of
i r e i—f i r e i—notices .
Low P rices for Reed and Fancy Rockers,
id*,* team oée ins to hare been only lecture—“Bound to Win,” Tickets of inoiudjpg John G- Fettgrolf of this sicker and Mai'hley and Todd and—” Music. The orator of the occasion
The members Qf the Mutual Fire Insur
Lounges and Couches at astonishingly
Company of Montgomery county are here
to iiaul tiieir ill-gotten goods to a admission, good for both evenings, 25 township, Daniel G- Fetteroif of SkiphStop 1” cried the Captain, “No was no less p distinguished person than ance
low prices.
by
notified
that
a
contribution
was
levied
on
cents
;
single
admission,
15
cents.
The
rather reel tided railway station. A son
pack, and George and Charles Fetteroif, matter bow many move or where they ex-Presic(ent Harrison, apd his remark, Dec. 8,1893, of One Dollar on each One Thou C a r p e t s . —Brussels, Ingrain and Rag Carpets.
of Mr. Price recovered the team hall should be filled both evenings.
Beautiful patterns.
publishers of the Langhorne Standard. are, I neither court their friendship able address on that occasion has been sand Dollars of Ordinary Risks, and the Rates
on Hazardous Risks, for which each mem
The funeral was held Sunday. After por fear (iheir hatrpd ; remember, Rich made the subject of national comment. fixed
Rugs.—Moquette,
Axminster aud Smyrna
of said Company is insured, and that M.
Two Lives Saved.
Rugs, all sizes. Bed Spriugs, Mattresses,
services at Lansdale the remains were ard, the power Qf fb *8 kingdom is In his direct remarks to the 170 young ber
MeGlfttfiery, Treasurer of said Company, will
Feathers and Bedding.
Electric Ritters.
Mrs. Phoebe Thomas, of Junction City, 111,, conveyed to Trinity church, this place, mine, and if Scripture wqn’t hriqg the men and women graduates, he empha attend at his offioe. No 506 Swede street, in the
T'bi$ rrmvfty is becoming so well known and was told by her doctors that bIib had |-'cnsiJ"op where’ services in the PbU'cb preceded presumptuous racaipitrauts into line sized the great training value of the Borough of Norristown, to receive said assess Hargains in Toilet, Seta, Fancy Lamps, J a r 
from date.
su popular as to lived no special mention. All tion aud that there was no hope for her, but two
dinieres and Bricabrac.
I ’ll use brute foree aud make of them Peirce school by referring to “the em ments
Extract of Charter, Section 6.—“ Any member
wiiu hav* upeii Electric Ritters sinjr the same bottles of Dr. Kiuit’s New Discovery completely interment in the cemetery,
Abqvo are. but a few of the many bargains we
inently practical currioulum which failing to pay his or her Assessment or Tax
Obedient slaves, one and all 1”
sou« <>f praisv. A purer medicine does not ex cured her and she says It saved her life. Mr.
40 days after the above publication shall have to offer. Come early, and take advantage
ist, and it is £uarantt eti todoall that is claimed. Thos. Eggers, 139 Florida St., San Francisco,
Bucklen’s A rn i^ §^lye.
Twilight was stealing o’er the they (the graduates) had now complet within
qf these prices. The offev easily lasts a month.
forfeit and pay for such neglect double
Electric Bitters will cure all diseases of the suffered from a dreadful cold, approaching con
ed,”
“Eminently
practical”
sums
up
Cuts,
We want to make room, for Spring Stock. I t Is
Schuylkill, the crows had gone to
Tufi Best Salvj in to? Would for
rates.”
Liver anti Kidneys, will remove Pimples, Bolls, sumption, tried without result everything else,
(ay* The 40 days’ time for payment qf said, a rare chance! Don’t let it pass unnoticed. All
Salt Kheuin, and other affections caused by im then bought one bottle of Dr. King’s New Dis Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever Bores, roost, and Richard betook himself with in two words the instruction that is
Tetter,
Chapped
Hands,
Chilblains,
Cornsand
goods
delivered free..
received at this admirable School— tax will date from Jannacyr8th,' 1894.
pure bJooo. Will drive Malaria from the system covery and in two weeks was cured. He is
all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, becoming grace to his editorial cham
Persons sending mbneyqy mail must accom
aud prevent a* well as cure all Malarial fevers. naturally thankful. It Is such results, oi which or
instruction
which
completely
equips
no pay.required. I t is guaranteed to give ber where be touched a button,^and be
¿!obsi L . B ech teJ,
pany the ^ame with bostage in order to receive a
For cure oi Headache, Constipation and indi these are samples, that prove the wonderful
M. McGLATHERY,
gestion try Electric: Bitters. Entire satisfaction efficacy of this medicine in Coughs and Colds. perfect satisfaction or money refunded. Price hold the tower was brilliantly illumin tbe graduate for every phase of busi ifecetpt thertfor. 1
CQiLLEGEYILLE, PA,
January 8,1894.
T reaauw ,
ness life,
guaranteed, or money refunded, friee 50c. and Free trial bottles at Collegeville Drug Storr, 25 cents per box. For sale by J. W, Culbert, ated ; the Captain mused on.
Druggist, Collegeville, Pa.
Regular site 50c. aud $1.00,
$
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D epartm ent of A griculture. pleasure that the farmer is awake to

STEAM

H EATING !

bis need. The old Rip Yan Winkle
sleep is broken. - If in former times
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
there were “hay seed” in his hair, it
follows :
The Superiority of STEAM in comparison with
, FOB PHIL1 DELPHI A AÏÎD POINTS SOUTHTHE PARM ER’S CREAMERY COMPANY, P H IL  was all -combed out long ago. The
the OLI) METHODS OF HEATING cannot be ques
ca
rs
N O R R IS T O W N . PA.
farmer is the live man of the day.
ADELPHIA— HOW IT WAS ORGANIZED
Milk....................; ...................................6.52 a. m.
COPYRIGHTS.
[Albertson Trust Building],
tioned,
for
twice
as
much
heat
can
be
obtained
from
the
Accommodation....................... .......8 .0 2 a. m.
CAN I O B T A IN A P A T E N T ? For a
There are five general associations,
AND W HAT IT IS DOING----AN
and M A N A Y U N K , PA.
an(* an honest opinion, write to
Market.............................................. •. 12.56 p. m.
same
amount
of
fuel
than
can
be
had
from
the
old
way
JuU N n & CO.* who have had nearly fifty years’
all
united
and
working
together,
lo
Accomodation ........................................ 4.03 p. m.
INSTITUTION
OF
INVALU
D ay a n d E v e n in g S e s s i o n s .
experience in th e patent business. Communica
tions strictly confidential. A I I a n d b o o k of In
P u p ils c a n e n t e r a t a n y tim e.
cated in New Jersey, 3d and Berks
of stove heating. Then another very important con
formation concerning P a t e n t s and how to ob
ABLE IMPORTANCE.
FOR ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NORTH AND WEST.
Our phenomenal success is due to oursupetain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
streets,
9th
and
Thompson
streets,
l rior instruction, and to our record of securing (
ical and scientific books sent free.
sideration is that all the dust and dirt, incident to burn
A most interesting and valuable in Penn. R. R., and B. and O. road.
) profitable employment for a greater percent- i
Mail............................................................... 8.02 a.m.
P atents taken through Munn & Co. receive
) age of our pupils than any other College in i
special notice in th e S c ie n tific A m e ric a n , and
Accomodation.............................................. 0.06 a.m.
stitution,
and
one
which
deserves
care
thus are brought widely before th e public with
. the State. For new Prospectus and Journal, ,
ing
coal,
can
be
confined
to
a
portion
of
the
cellar
in
These
associations,
working
together,
M arket............................................ .,.8.20 p. m.
out cost to th e inventor. This splendid paper,
i address A. J . 8 C H 1 8 8 L E R , P re s id e n t. ,
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the
Accommodation................................ .5.46 p. m.
ful and thorough investigation, is the are called united associations and by
stead of floating about all the rooms in the house.
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. $ 3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
them
is
the
Farmers’Creamery
owned.
SUNDAYS—SOUTH.
big creamery at Eleventh and Wood
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 a year. Single
Steam
Heating
has
come
to
stay.
Do
you
wish
to
copies,
2 5 cents. Every number contains beau
The
rule
is
that
representatives
meet
....... 7.12 a. m.
M ilk .......................
streets, Philadelphia, known and or the last Saturday of each month and.
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
....... 6.13 p. m.
houses. with plans, enabling builders to show the
Accomodation.........
secure
its
advantages
1
29t h Y ear TiioislaTMro8,l.A.,Pii.S.
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
ganized as the Farmers’ Creamery fix the price per quart for milk for the
MUNN & CO., N ew York , 3 6 1 B roadway .
Principal and Founder.
Company. It is located in a business following month and levee assessments
If you do, you are heading d irectly to
Accommodation..................................... 9.43 a. m.
Record
B
uilding,
JS
part of the city, in a building consist to cover expenses and losses of the
Milk.........................................................7.27 p. m.
w ards our lin e o f business, and we want your
ENTERPRISE
9 17 - 9(9 C h e s tn u t S t.
ing of three stories, formerly used as a past month. The price fixed per quart
order.
W e can supply you with just what you want,
P h ila d e lp h ia .
for
November
was
four
and
one-half
PHILADELPHIA AND READING R. R.
church, its dimensions being 67 feet cents.
guarantee you satisfaction, and give you full worth of
An all-around equipment for
by 81. Among the many improve
To give a correct estimate of what
business life.
SHORT AND DIRECT ROUTE TO PHILADELPHIA,
sS* £
your money. W e have placed a number of Steam
ments that have been and are being this institution has done for the dairy
NEW YORK, NEW ENGLAND, THE
R0YËR8F0BD, Mont. Co., Pa.
Day an d E vening Sessions.
SOUTH AND WEST.
men,
the
following
figures
are
given
:
made is an artesian well, for the sole
Heaters and in every instance our work has proved
benefit of the Company. This institu This association, it will be remember
satisfactory. Gall on or address
I would announce to my friends and the public,
On and after Nov. 19,1893,
ed, was organized in September, 1891,
A nnual - - th a t l am now prepared to furnish
tion, j'oung as it is, has an interesting and is little more thau two years of
TRAINS LEAVE COLLEGEVILLE
G ra d u a tin g E x e rc ise s
history. Philadelphia, like all other age. In 1890, while dealers ruled the
(Via. Perkiomen R. R., connecting at Perki1832 to 1892, inclusive.
great cities, has had from time to market, prices paid for milk were as
omen Junction) as follows :
u The utterances of such men
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
as Talinage, Gough, Depew—
time
trouble with her milk supply. Up follows : October 1890, three and oneF or P h il a d e l p h ia —week days, 6.27, 8.02,
noble ideas conveyed in charm
Mo n u m e n t s and T o m b s t o n e s , o f Italian or
half
cents
;
November,
four
cents
;
a. m., 12.56, 4.11, p. m. Sundays, 6.36, a. m.,
to about two years ago, farmers who
ing expressions/*
-F O R ■ Y O U R American Marble or Granite, in the
December, four cents ; January, 1891,
4.20, p. m.
Cloth binding, 8vo., 524 pp.,
finest and latest designs.
shipped their milk to Philadelphia four cents ; February, four ceuts ;
price, $1 .75, postage prepaid.
•
F o r N ew Y o r k —weeks days, 6.27, 8.02, a.
FOE SALE AT "
dealers, daily, would receive settle March, four cents ; April, three and
m., 12.56,4.11, p.m. Sunday,6.36, a.m. 4.20p.m.
G a lv a n iz e d - R a ilin g s,
S till under the;
W an ain ak er’s, L eary ’s,
one-half cents ; 'May, three cents;
ment
once
a
month,
the
dealer
paying
F or P h o r n ix v il l e , P o t t st o w n a n d R ea d 
For
Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
original
and Office of th e School.
m anagem ent
in g —week days, 8.02, a. m., 12.56, 4.11, p. m.
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
J une, three cents ; July, three cents;
—IN—
what
he
pleased.
When
the
dealer
Sundays, 6.36, a. m . 4.20 p. m.
ble Work, for the bases of
August, three cents ; September, three
had a supply sufficient for his needs, cents.
B U IL D IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C
In 1891, under the manage
Trains for Baltimore, Washington, the South
he would notify the farmer not to send ment of the Dairymen’s Protective
and West, via. B. &. O. R. R., leave Market and
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
12th Street Station, (P. & R. R, R.,) at 8.45,
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
for
a day, possibly two or three, or the Association, prices were fixed as fol
7.55, 11.26, a. m., 3.58, 5.47, 7.22, 8.25, p. m.
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
PLAIN AND ARTISTIC DESIGNS,
milk would be returned from the lows and ruled the market : October,
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
Cemeteries
in the neighborhood, that has been
four
cents
;
November,
four
cents
;
market, thus thrown on the farmer’s
turned
out at the E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
—GO
TO—
December,
four
and
one-half
cents
;
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street W harf and
hands.
see me, ahd get prices. My expenses are low;
South Street Wharf,
January, 1892, four.and one-half cents;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
In
this
enlightened
age
the
farmer
“Low prices and fair dealings
February, four cents ; March, four
FOR ATLANTIC CITY.
R ESP E C TFU LL F,
is awake, and the total loss being cents ; April, four cents ; May, four
Weekdays—Express, 9.00 a. ■m., 4.00, 5.00
All
work
guaranteed
and
prices
the
lowest
;
call
and
be
convinced.
cents;
June,
three
and
one-quarter
D. Theo. Buckw alter.
summed up aroused him to action. He
p. m. Accommodation, 8.00 a. m., 5.45 p. m.
cents ; July, three and one-quarter
Sundays—Express, 9.00,10.00 a. m. Accom
realized
that
he
was
completely
at
the
modation, 8.00 a. m., and 4.30 p. m.
cents ; August, four and one-half
THE TARIFF QUESTION AGITATES THE COUNTRY.
mei’cy of the dealers. In many in cents ; September, four cents. Net
J O H N S. K E P L E R ,
RETURNING, LEAVE ATLANTIC CITY
—
OUR
—
stances
losses
were
heavy,
according
gain
equivalent
to
two
and
two-fifths
Depot, corner of Atlantic and Arkansas Ave
A Fine Lot of Summer Dusters, Horse Sheets
(Successor to F. B. Rushong,)
nues :
Coolers and Nets—all kinds at the right prices ing to the number of cows ; so for on one year’s milk, October, 1892, HEROIC
Weekdays—Express, 7.30, 8.50 a. m., and 4.00
four cents ; November, four and oner
The Largest Assortment of Whips of any shop their own protection and to get the
p. m. Accommodation, 8.10 a. m., and 4.30
Will Startle Interior Penna. Whether or No the Wilson Bill Passes Both
p. m.
in the county to select from.
full worth of their product, they, in half cents ; December, four and oneHouses, We Will Take No Chances.
half cents ; January, 1893, four and
Sundays—Express, 4.00, 5.15 p. m. Accom
New and Second-hand harness always on September, 1891, organized the Farm one-half cents ; February, four and
modation, 7.15 a. m., and 4.15 p. m.
3 ^ WOOL ON THE FREE LIST
hand. Fair Leather saddles from $4.00 up, and
Parlor Cars on all Express trains.
bridles to match from $1.50 up. Open bridles ers’ and Dairymen's Protective Asso one-half cents ; March, four and one- Means to a big firm like ours irrecoverable loss, if we have a big stock on hand
C. G. HANCOCK,
all round, $2.00 up.
ciation, which now has a membership half cents ; April, four and one-quar by March 1st. 1 he “Wilson Bill’ will likely pass both Houses, and we’re not
I. A. 8WEIGARD,
Gen. Pass. Ag’t.
General Superintendent.
All the leading brands of cigars and tobacco of over three thousand practical, in ter cents ; May, three and one-quarter going to wait to see the outcome of debates which will take place there, but
Trappe, Montgomery Go., Pa.
June, three and one-quarter propose right now to define our course and make sweeping reductions. Better
always on hand ; box trade a specialty ; any
telligent farmers, scattered over a cents;
kind and price from 50 cts.per box of fifty, up.
cents ; July, four and one-quarter now than later.
radius of sixty or seventy miles of cents ; August, three and one-quarter
W. E. JOHNSON,
Men’s Woolen Cheviot Suits, $4.89,
Philadelphia, all of whom send their cents ; September, four and one-quar
Children’s Strong Knee Pants, 15e.,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
positively
worth $8.00.
ter
cents.
The
second
year
is
equiva
milk daily to Philadelphia.
worth double the money.
WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
lent to selling thirteen months milk
Coffins and Caskets of-all descriptions on hand
The Farmers’ Creamery Company instead of twelve months at former
Men’s All Wool Cheviot Suits, $7.90,
furnished at short notice. Chairs furnished
J o h n 1X1. L a t s h a w ,
Men’s Chinchilla Overcoats, $3.89, and
was incorporated February, 1892, with rates after expenses were paid.
for use at funerals free of charge. I will use
worth $ 10.00.
every
effort to give satisfaction and conduct the
worth
$
6
.
00
.
a capital of $10,000. Locating first at
Since the organization of this insti
business the same as was done by my predecessor.
tution
farmers
are
“
entirely
independ
Men’s All Wool Suits, $8.75, war.
624 Race street, they soon found the
B®“Will meet trains at Collegeville, RoyersMen’s Wool Cheviot Overcoats, ford,
and Spring City.
need of more room, and wanting a ent of the dealers, and the latter come ranted to be worth $12.00
to them and pay the prices fixed for
$5.00, worth fully $10.00.
Telegraph Office—Collegeville, Pa.
building of their own purchased the the month of they get no milk. T q
Men’s Black Worsted Suits, $10.50,
old church property at 11th and Wood get rid of this restriction a number of
Men’s All Wool Melton Overcoats,
streets, and increased the capital to dealers undertook to get milk else Mostly small sizes and worth fully
$8.90, worth $12.00.
$50,000, while more than $10,000 was where, having it shipped from New $15.00,
spent in improvements and laterations. York State, the railroad charging but
COLLEGEVILLE
Men’s Very Finest Worsted Suits,
a fraction more for bringing the milk
Teams furnished at all hours at reasonable
Men’s Fine Melton Overcoats, $ 12.00
The
great
advantage
of
this
cream
rates.
one-hundred miles than they do for 13.50, worth $18.00.
former price $15.00.
A. R. HUNSICKER, P k o p b ie t o b .
ery association is apparent. No more twenty-five miles from the city. Even
Men’s Fine Worsted Pants, $2.50,
surplus milk is returned to the farmer, this failed'to disturb the Dairymen’s
TRAPPE, PA.
Men’s Storm Overcoats, $7.00, worth
proving in some instances^ total loss. Association, as they are not only able worth $4.00.
JOHN T . K E Y 8 E R , Prop’r.
$ 10. 00 .
Have had fifteen years’ experience in the busi It is instead sent to the Farmers’ to undersell the dealer every time, but
have also the strong moral support of
ness. Harness and Horse Goods in stock, and
Men’s
Very
Fine
Black
and
Blue
Creamery Company, and is worked the community behind them.
every description of harness made to order.
Cheviot Suits, $10.00, former price,
Men’s Storm Ulsters, $8.00, former
83F“All kinds of repairing promptly attended to into butter and cheese and then sold
The total milk receipts of Philadel $14.00.
Collegeville, Pa.,
-----F R E S H ----worth of which was $12 .00.
phia in September, 1893, were about
to the trade and consumers.
DEALERS IN
6,000,000 quarts, 889,000 of which was
B R E A D ,
Upon first entering the building is surplus and not needed in the market You Can’t Afford to Miss this Opportunity. - You’ll Find it Profitable.
COLLEGEVILLE
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
the office, where orders are received as milk, consequently was taken to the
R O L L S ,
and promptly acted upon. To the creamery and made into butter, en
—&c., Ac.,—
LUM BER,
right is the large room set apart for tailing an assessment of one-half cent
E V E R Y MORNING
The Largest and Squarest Clothiers in Interior Pennsylvania.
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
the use of the board of directors. To per quart on all milk shipped by mem
bers of the different associations.
the left is the office of the superintend
SH IN G LES, split and sawed.
Pottstow n, Pa.
By making four and one-half cents 141 & 143 High Street,
I c e C ream ,
ent,
Robert
Crane,
of
Lizette,
Bucks
the
price
and
one-half
cent
assessment
'
3
^
Toll
and
Car
Fair
paid
during
this
Special
Sale.
P IC K E T S , CED A R AND C H E S T N U T
Different
flavors, during the Season.
coudty, Pa. Here also a young lady the farmer was paid net three and
R A ILS.
Parties,
Pic-Nics
and weddings supplied at
bookkeeper is employed by the associ three-quarter cents instead of two and
short, notice, on reasonable terms.
one-half,
or
three
cents
net,
if
the
sur
L e h ig h and S c h u ylkill
ation, and daily and monthly state plus has been allowed on the market.
ments are most accurately kept, which
Some are doubtless under the im
J. A . J O H N S O N ,
the company takes pardonable pride in pression that officers and directors of
exhibiting to everybody interested in the creamery association are making a
big thiug out of it, while the fact is
the concern.
— I HAVE NOW ON HAND —
their
expenses only are borne when in
The careful courtesy of Superintend attendance
Two Second-hand Buggies, One Fine
at directors’ meetings, etc.
AND DEALER IN THE BEST
Leather Top Buggy, One Duplex
ent Crane and directors of the board The benefit they derive is in common
The
I
ndependent
is
not
an
encyclopedia
of
the
Express Wagon, One
makes the institution well worth}’ of a with all other members of the associ
B e e f , V ea l a n d M u t t o n .
Shelton Wagon,
darker doings of humanity ; it is not a reportorial
visit. The upper floor of the building ation. The directors of local associ
ations
for
the
board
of
the
general
as
Visits
Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
WHICH I WILL SELL VERY CHEAP
now occupied, but will possibly be
conglomeration of more or less trifling transactions
C O A L . - - C O A L . All Kinds of Carriages and Busi isused
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
sociation and are as follows : Austin
for cold storage or rented for E. Griffith and Captain A. A. Slack, of
week. Thankful to the public for pa6t favors he
gathered from all sections of the globe ; it does not
ness Wagons Built to Order
light manufacturing purposes. On the North Penn Association ; James
nvites continued patronage. Highest cash price
•Hid. for calves.
street
is
located
a
trough
connected
to
undertake
to
embrace
the
cant
and
rot
and
sophis
Ramsey
and
George
Leeks,
of
the
B.
PAINTING &VARNISHING
12jan
J. A. JOHNSON. .
C o rn , B ra n , M id d lin g s,
the building proper by pipes into which & O. road. Mr. Leeds is a solid
tries of some of the journalism current; it does not
At Lowest Gash Prices.
Chester
county
farmer,
and
is
known
the milk is poured and carried to its
OATS, LIN SE E D M EAL,
among his fellows as the “Daddy of
essay to make people believe that the welfare of
proper channels. On the lower floor the Creamery.” Joseph Baughe and
Repairing
o
f
All
Kinds
AND CAKE MEAL.
are six milk vats, holding thirty-three C. C. Townsend, of the Pennsylvania
this country perforce depends upon the permanent
A SPECIALTY.
A FULL SUPPLY OP
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
railroad
;
Dr.
W.
C.
Parry
and
jwil*
hundred
gallons.
It
is
then
pumped
Respectfully yours,
Town and Country Paint,—second to none In
success of a particular political party, or upon any
liam
Pray,
of
the
New
Jersey
;
Geo.
iaifg
Fresh
and
pstairs from the vats and carried
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
R. H. GRATER.
Wolf and William Holstein, of the
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
set
of
interested
politicians;
it
believes
that
politi
along
the
pipes
into
the
separator,
Smoked
Meats
fencing.
Reading main line. All interested in
—AND—
then into an immense cream cooler, the cause should visit the creamery
cal parties, like some of the men who constitute
i> OLUt i N A 8
from thence into cream vats. Con- and careful investigation will prove
portions thereof, are not always what they seem to
C O L L E G E V IL L E
ecting pipes then carry the skimmed that “the right men are in the right
Always on hand.
places."—Doylestown Intelligencer.
be
;
it
believes
that
honest
criticism
applied
where
milk
into
vats
holding
six
hundred
ROLLER f
E JIL LS !
PORK AND SAUSAGE AND SCRAPPLE
gallons, which is converted into cheese,
needed,
regardless
of
mere
partisan
notions,
is
H oller
^
ILLS!
in seasou
Favor me with your orders.
N ew T e rm in a l
all consumed by Philadelphians.
after eating a hearty meal, and the
B ra n c h S to r e .
always
productive
of
good results. v
Our
mission
13noly
SAMUEL GOULDY.
result is a chronic case of Indiges- '
The cream vats are located on the
FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES
M ark et S tre e t E x it.
tion, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
in brief is : To publish a clean, readable local and
first floor, with capacity for holding
Dyspepsia, or a bilious attack.
FINLEY
six hundred gallons. It is drawn from
general newspaper, avoiding as much as possible
ACKER
the vats into three immense churns,
v \
dry.details and stuff “just to fill up with;” to culti
run by steam power. It is interesting
&
CO.
P ro m o te D ig e s tio n , R e g u la te th e
Our Oum Make and Western, ExS to m a c h , L iv e r a n d B o w e ls, P u r if y
PURE COFFEES, TEAS & CONFECTIONERY
to watch the process of butter making.
vate independent thought, and to tell the truth for
t h e B lo o d , andaré a P o s itiv e C u re for
Leave y o u r orders in o u r T erm inal Branch
C o n s tip a tio n , S ic k H e a d a c h e , B il
S
tore. T hey will be filled a t o u r m ain estab 
Farmers’ wives would open their eyes
io u s n e s s , and all other Diseases arising
cellent Grade.
lish m en t, I 2 i and 12 3 N. 8 th S t . and delivered
the sake of the truth, as near as we can get at it ;
from a disordered condition of the Liver and
to y o u a t tra in tim e or shipped to y o u r home.
Stomach, They act gently yet promptly, and
and many not initiated would deem
perfect digestion follows their use.
Ask for a copy of Grocery News, and a C ata
to interest and entertain our readers, and to do our
Rlpans Tabules take the place of an E n ti r e
logue, w ith priçe list.
such work impossible. The butter is
“
M e d i c i n e C h e s t , and
) u r g u aran tee—Q uality and P u rity .
should he kept for use in
O
ur
prices
m
ake
new
trad
e
daily.
worked
by
steam
in
workers
holding
humble mite in assisting in the work of bettering
every family.
FINLEY ACKER & CO.,
B R A N C H /R e a d in g T e rm in a l B u ild in g ,
two hundred and fifty gallons. Two
25cts.,
S T O R E , • i M a rk e t St. b e lo w T w e lfth .
human conditions. If you are in sympathy with
S O L D B Y D R U G G IS T S
SOcts., an d
hundred pounds are put in at one time,
EVERYW H ERE.
$ 1.00 p e r B o ttle .''
such purposes, and you are not as yet a subscriber
and the work is accomplished in less
Cures C on g h « , H o a rs e n e s s , S o re T h r o a t,
than five minutes. Then comes the in
C ro u p pro m p tly : relieves W h o o p in g C o u g h
to the I ndependent , subscribe now. Don’t post
an d A s th m a . F o r C o n s u m p tio n i t has no
teresting part of watching men making
riv al; has c u r e d th o u s a n d s w here a l l o th e r s
S 3 S H O E NoVtip.
pone doing a good thing. If you are a subscriber,
failed; will c o r e y o u If ta k e n I n tim e. Sold
butter
into
pounds
and
printing
it,
and
b y D ruggists o n a g u aran tee. F o r L am e B ack
OUR OWN MAKE.
Do you wear them? When next In need tr y a pair.
1317
A
rch
St
or
Chest, use SHILOH’» P i A s x m . ZSets.
hoever thinks they cannot do it has
try and get your neighbor interested also.
II11 I 11U0 1 PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best in the world.
The only Genuine Specialist in America,
but to taste that bearing the mark of
$5.00,
notw ithstanding w hat others advertise.
.00
iCATARRH
If you have anything to sell and want to sell
N E R V O U S D E B ILITY
the association, “F. C. C.” It is not
$4.00
50
REMEDY
AND THE RESULTS O F INDISCRETION
it, and if you want your neighbors and the public
#2.00
la v e y o u C a ta rrh ? T his rem edy is g u aran 
$3.50
eighed but measured and is turned
Special Diseases and S trictures
FOR LADIES
te e d to c u re y o u . P ric e 50 cts. I n je c to r free*
Perm anently Cored in 8 to 6 days
A Full Stock o f all Other Kinds
$2.50
out at the rate of 8 to 10 pounds in
generally to know that you have something to sell,
# 2.00
BLOODPOISON
o f Feed.
new method in 30 to 90 days. 6 years 1 Euro
one minute. It is afterward sold at
$
2
.2
5
#1.75
pean Hospital and 32 practical experience, as
and want to sell it — no matter what it is—
FOR BOYS
Certificates and Diplomas prove. Send five
holesale rates at the highest market
AFTER iU O T K R S FAIL
$ 2.00
2-cent stamps for book,1 TRUTH,” theonb
Highest Cash Prices Paid for Wheat
#
1
.7
5
book exposing Quack Doctors ana others ad
FOR
ADVERTISE
in
the
I
ndependent
,
the
best
adver
quotation
and
is
consumed
entirely
in
vertising as great Specialists. A true friend
to all sufferers an a to those contemplating
at all Times.
biladelphia.
marriage. The most stubborn and dangerous
tising medium iu the middle section of Montgomery
cases solicited. W rite or call and be saved.
In the boiler room on the first floor
H ours: 9-8: Eve’s 8-8 : Wed. and Sat. eve’s
8-10; Sim. 9-12. Successful treatm ent by mail.
county. It is read by at least 3500 people every
329 5
I f you want a fine DRESS SHOE, made In the latest
re two large boilers, walled in and
P H I L A D E L P H I A ’ S F A M O U S S P E C IA L IS T
styles, don’t pay $ 6 to $ 8, try my $3, $3.50, $ 4 .0 0 or
P A 1ST B R O S.,
re-proof, but only one boiler is now $5 Shoe. They t it equal to custom made and look and
week, and its circulation is steadily increasing.
3 0 Years’ Continuous Practice in the Cure of
COLLEGEVILLE.
—:—
PENN A.
i operation. Two seventy-five horse wear as well. I f you wish to economize In yourfootwear,
Our facilities for executing JOB PRINTING
so by purchasing W. L> Douglas Shoes. Name and
power boilers and one eighty horse do
Small, Shrunken Orpans Fully Restored—Special
price stamped on the bottom, look for It when you buy.
— Diseases Permanently Cured in 3 to 5 days.
are such as to enable us to do first-class work
Dr. LO 3 3 is the only specialist th at permanently
W . L . D O U G L A S . B ro c k to n , M a s .. Sold by
power engine supply steam for this
cures. H e has no equal, no m atter what others
P A T E N T S
advertise.
P r i v a te C o n su ltin g R o o m s for each
uly
great
concern.
B E S T 1ST T H E W O R L D ,
promptly and at reasonable prices. Favor us with
patient. Advice free. E v e ry th in « C o n fid en tial.
Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat
H. H. ROBISON,
I ts wearing qualities are unsurpassed, actually
Send 2-cent stamp for Book exposing quacks, their
From
the
beginning
many
have
outlasting tw o boxes of an y other brand. Not
ent Business conducted for MOD E R A T E F E E S .
poisonous treatments, etc.
your orders and we will do our best to serve you
effected by heat. I T ’G S T T H E G E N U IN E .
Office Hours—9 A. M. till 3 P, M., and 6 to 9 even
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Our office is opposite the U. 8. Patent Office,
atched this movement on the part of 18oc2m.
ings, daily and Sundays.
FOB SALE BY DEALERS GENERALLY, l y r
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
well.
dairymen with interest, and not a few
hence can transact patent business in less time
I.D H O R S E S a n d D E A D H O R S E S
V T O R R IS T O W N H E R A L D R O O K
thought the institution had not come
and at less cost than those remote from Wash
and COWS will be removed by the under
-131 B I N D E R Y . Binding, Job Ruling, Per
TO
FARMERS!M
A
L
T
D
U
S
T
ard
to
stay.
It
had
instead
proven
to
be
signed
upon
request.
Higest
price
paid
for
ington.
forating, Paging, Numbering, Blank. Books for
¿ 111 * |" ■ ■ ill'll» 1 1
i B R E W E R S ’ G R A IN S
CASSELBERRY.
W et and Dried, pronounced to be the
Banks and Business Houses, given special atten
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
of invaluable importance, and the won worn-out-horses. THEO. M.
Lower
Providence,
Pa.
tion. Magazines bound and and repairing done
B EST CATTLE a n d
tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of.
der now is how the farmer did so long
quickly and cheaply. Estimates cheerfully
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
^
,
H
O
R
S
E
F
O
O
D
furnished. Address, MORGAN R. WILLS,
See report fo New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer
without it. Writing from an unbiased
P A A S I L K E L A S T IC ABD O M IN A L
Proprietor.
31mr
Station, For sale by .
IIIWI Give
S U P P O R T E R . T h re a d $ 3 .5 (L
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
•
W
measure
2
inches
below
navel.
view,
and
having
no
personal
interest
J. A. & J
M AC AU LAY
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Barely
sent
by
mail
upon
receipt
of
price.
Satisfaction
386 ( f o r t h B r o a d A S la t A T h o m p s o n S ta.
'’Circular free. G , W .F l a v e l l & B ro .,
P H IL A D E L P H IA , PA .
U o c) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C»
G ET TOUR P osters Printed ai Ilio
in the concern, we note with keen
1 0 0 5 S p rin g G a rd e n S t., P h ila d e lp h ia , P a ,
Independent Oilice.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.

A VALUABLE INSTITUTION.

:Business & Shorthand.;

[ VEAIS.TRADE MA R ^

MARBLE WORKS

The Roberts Machine Company, Collegeyille, Pa.

#

AIL K IIS OF MARBLE WOBK

C em etery W o rk ,

MARBLE

H. L, SAYLOR,

OR 6RANITE,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

TARIFF REDUCTION SALE

Collegeville Livery !

in All Its

At Gross’ Hotel, - - Collegeville, Pa,

Harness Manufacturer,

BAKERY!

«¡jjj Gristock & Vanderslice,?

A. W EITZENK O RN & SONS,

-^(Carriage Works]^-

BUTCHER

F L O U R ,

Collegeville Meat Store

IN IVI

WHE AT BRAN

Your Stomach
DistressesYou

RIPAHS TABULES

RYE F E E D !

W. L. DOUGLAS

Df Thftftl

CORN BRAN.

DR.LOBB

N.I TH ST.BMW S Ml

Self Abuse^Loss of Power

FRAZER GREASE

O

